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Rec Center beer ads
spark board debate

What’s cooking?

these ads or not," Murillo said when he
addressed the board.
After the meeting. however. Murillo stressed that the discussions were
still preliminary..
"It’s not a matter of supporting it or
not supporting it at this point." Murillo
said. "I brought it up to find out what
the board’s feeling is. Alcohol ads are in
the market fin. SURE(’ advertising.
By Michelle Smith
Dady staff writer
They are pan of the marketplace.
The Rec Center is the subject tit
"They are going to come knocking
controversy once again. as the Student on our door. and we are going to be
Union Board of Directors wrestle% with needing a policy...
the topic ot whether to permit advertisTwo of the h-foot-by-6-tOot panels
on the scoirhoards in the Student Inion
ing Mr alcoholic beverages in the arena.
The sublet:I was introduced at Tues- Recreation and Events Center arena are
day’s SI ’lit )1) meeting by student -at - currently vacant. while Pepsi Cola has
large representative Mark Murillo, who purchased a six -year lease to advenise
Wit!. accompanied by a representative on the remaining two panels that make
from LW -Chandler, the firm that han- up the storehoard
dles concessions in the arena
The vacant space in question
MIRO!) tabled further discussion of amounts to about 10 percent 01. the total
signage in the arena.
the subject until it meets again ( kr 24
The delay will allow Student t ’iiion DiAccording to Murillo and Erie.
rector Ron Barren time to investigate Chandler representative Mark Riley.
the policies of other univeraties and will beer companies such as Coors and Angive hoard member. lune to give the heuserliusch has.: expressed interest in
matter ctnisideration
the space and are w illing to pay ’512,5(10
"les important that ihe ho,. I send a to ’I( I 5010 per panel per year tor a six Ill
message as to V,
year lease

New arena
policy is
in the works

’Alcohol ads are in
the market for
SUREC advertising.
They are part of the
marketplace. They
are going to come
knocking on our door,
and we are going to
be needing a policy.’
Mark Murillo,
SUBOD representative

Pan of the plan to allow alcohol ad
vertising in the arena would include educationally onented programs involvmg
the companies, Riley told the board.
A specilii: set of guidelines would
he instituted. which the concessionaire%
v.ould follow in the sale (il beer at the
arena concession stands
See ADS, bock page

15 - minute campaign

SUBOD elects chairman

L
Members of I he

ietnamesc Student N....tidal’

work to raist

Dnbbling for kids

Basketball-A-Thon
planned by Theta Chi
By Vincent T. Orkin
Daily staff writer
11 started as a reprimand. but now
it’s become a tradition.
MSG’s Theta Chi fraternity is preparing for its third annual 24-hour Basketball-A-Thon. to be held Ntw. 3 he_
ginning at noon in Spartan Complex.
"The idea for the Baskethall-AThon started three years ago. when one
of our brother. tlid something to disturb
one of the people working at Grace
Baptist Community Center. which help%
the homeless." said Melvin Brown.
philanthropy chairman at Theta Chi.
"As a way of reprimanding ourselves
for what happened. we decided to hold
a Baskethall-A-Thon and use whatever
money we raised to help the homeless
program at Grace..
The results from the first BasketballA-Thon were encouraging enough to
merit making it a yearly event for the
fraternity. Last year’s event raised $2.400 for the Grace homeless program.
and Theta Chi hopes to double that total
this year.
This year. the funds raised by Theta

atson

ally statt photograp er

y during S.ISI ’s Food Fain.

Chi v. ill go not only to Grace. bui also
to the Brandon HOUSC. a shelter for hal
tered women and their childnm
"This is our way of say ing. ’We
know the problem. and we Wain 10 11-\
said
i0 do something about
Bmwn. who also acknowledged that
getting a group of people together lo
play basketball v.ont do much to mike
the problem of the homeless
"But." he said. "it’s a step in ihe
right direction...
’Meta (.’hi officials expect to has c
"100 percent participation.. in the event
from their fraternity membership.
according to Brown.
"We are also encouraging other Ira
termitic% and organizations around the
S.ISt l campus to take pan in the Basketball -A -Thon. Brown said. "We want
this to he a celebration Of a COMMLIIIII),
banding together in support of the
homeless.
TeaMS can he composed of as many.
people as the teams wish. and Theta Chi
is asking for a dtmation of al least $20
for a half-hour slot.
See KIDS. hick page

By NI icheile Smit h
Daily staff writer
Scott 1Am wasn’t an official member ot the Student
Union Board of Directors Mr more than I s minutes helore he
assumed the position as the hoard’s new t hairman Tuesday.
Lane. Associated Students director 01 academic affairs.
had Just heen appointed to St !HOD as the designee of A.S
Controller Patme Iusenig when he was nominated tor the
chairmanship.
Fusenig asked the board to accept Lane as his designee
because a scheduling conflist prohibit% the controller Irom attending S1’1401) medings
Lane AiLS subsequently elected chairman by unanimous
sole, atter Rick Thomas. who held the position law year.
vt ithdrew his name from nomination ’Thomas v. ill continue to
sit on the board as a student -at -large representai is c
Student employee representame !Iliad Rodriguez Na,
selected hy unanintimous %ow as the hoard’s y ice t hairman

Thomas ran ihe first St liDD [meting ot the year Sept
26 because a new chair had not yet been elected
Tuesday he spoke to the hoard of his expenences
"’This has been one of the most beneficial expenences I
have had as a student at San Jose State." Thonus said "I
have gained a lot from all the criticism and the pats on the
hack...
Atter the meeting was over. Thomas went into !mire detail about the reasons tor his decision not to continue as chairman.
"I am a very vocal and opinionated member of the
hoard. and it is hard being that and the chair too.’ Thomas
explained "I will better serve the hoard and the students in a
student -at -large capacity
Thomas said that it was a difficult decision. one that he
reconsidered many times.
A S President Scott Samandrea said he knew tit
See SIIROD. back Nor

Reed magazine seeks writers
Hy Greg Haas
Daily staff writer
Reed Maga/me wants you’
Artists need apply
The literary inagaiirx. is an SJSI.’
animal ot creatoe wnting and graphics published hy students enrolled in
the maga/me course with suhmissons
tnan student% and alumni
Reed. which is published once a
year. will appear in its 47th issue this
year and is "the oldest continuousl%
published magazine Ke%i Of the Mississippi... said Robert Sweet. English
professor and adviser of the maga/ine
stall
The Journal provides a stage for
S.ISt’ students to show their art work
and have their fiction and poetry published.

NollenOorls Daily stall

Senior I.elia Roetteher and Professor Robert Sweet at a Reed meeting.

photographer

"The art department has gallenes.
the English department has Reed."
Sweet said.
"Artists never only do it for themselves. They do it to be reacted to.
and to do that they need an audience:. Sweet said.
See REED. back page
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More to news
than baseball

Campus Voice

Library full
of suffocation
By Susan Robinson
Air is soinething I had always taken
for granted until I began taking two classes
this seinester in Room 112 of the Walquist
Library. Picture a room with no windows
and no ventilation. Now try staying in
there for two hours and 45 minutes.
I’m not the only one suffering. Ever
since August, the students in both of my
classes have been complaining at)out the
oppressive heat and lack of air. About halfway through a normal class the students
are laying across the desks and frantically
trying to cool off with paper fans.
At first, our professors assured us that
maintenance was working on it. Then it
became clear that it was never going to be
fi xed.
In desperation, I went to the department office a couple of weeks ago to find
out was actually been done. The secretary
said they’ve called four times, and nothing
has been done.
"What do you expect me to do’?" she
asked me. I suggested moving to a different rix)m. She laughed. There are no available rooms due to the overcrowding on
campus. She excused the situation by saying this is an old university with old facilities. Give me a break! If the building and
class are that old, what are we doing in
there’?
I feel like a lab animal in some bizarre
experiment by the university. If their goal
was to have students leave class each Tuesday and Thursday with increasing frustration and a migraine, then the experiment
has succeeded.
This incident seems to be one symptom of the general overcrowding at SJSU
this semester. I have classes where, even
this far into the semester, if you aren’t
there early, you don’t get a seat. One of
my co-workers recently saw the overcrowding at SJSU on the news. She was
shocked, and asked me how I could possibly learn anything under those conditions.
I’m really beginning to wonder.
Perhaps nothing can he done today
at)out the overcrowding, or about the lack
of available rooms, but can we please get
some air in Room I I 2’? Paper fans just
aren’t doing it anymore. This is ridiculous!
It’s unsafe! We need air!
Susan Robinson is a senior majoring
in public relations. She wrote this article
as a letter -to -the -editor.

Ads scare consumers to buy products
Read this column or you’ll die
Pretty cheap tactic, huh"’
Well, if you have been watching
T. V. lately. you have probably’ seen this
approach frequently in the last few.
weeks.
It seems that the newest trend is advertising is to frighten consumers into
buying their products.
And there are many examples.
A pair of Prestone anti-tireze commercials are the most blantant offenders.
One of the spots shows a young
woman stranded in an obviously bad
neighborhood on a rainy night with her
car overheating and sirens in the background The announcer tells the viewer
that it is I I 15 p.m while the woman
stands in a phone booth and getting no
answer on the other end of the phone.
Who knows what horrible fate could
come to this poor. helpless woman
solely because she didn’t buy Prestone
I take particular offense to the second Prestone ad.
It depicts a parent who is stranded
because the engine has overheated. The
camera then switches to a young child
standing alone in front ot school in the
dark. waiting for a ride A truck full of
men drives by the child. slows down
and then dnves oft
The commencial insinuates that that
hecause this parent didn’t fill the radiator v. ith Premix-1e anti -freeze. the child is
lett alone to wait. perhaps even to be
abducted.
Luckily. I won’t see it again, and
neither will you. The ad was pulled by
the Ad Council fig its unethical approach to a sensitive subject.
These spots prey directly on the vunerablity of women and children and it
is extreme!) offensive

Michelle Smith

Advertising that
capitalizes on the
very serious and
real fears of
parents, children
and women in this
way is a form of
emotional
blackmail.
Adcrnsing that i.apitalties on the
very serious and real tears ot parents.
children and women in this way is a
Conn of emotional blackmail.
For a woman. the fear of attack is
very real. evidenced by the number of
women who are the victims of attack,
sexual or otherwise
Child -abduction has reatMed elude-

mic proportions in this country, and parents are already paranoid enough without feeling that their brand of anti -freeze
will prevent their child fntin being taken
by a stranger.
I am not saying that these ads aren’t
effective, because they certainly are.
But for the advertising world to resort to
scare tactics in order to coen.e consumers to purchase their products is wrong.
Prestone is not the only offender.
Allstate Insurance informs their customers almut a rate discount for anti lock breaks by showing a woman rushing acnws a busy. rain -soaked city street
and narrowly missing being hit by a car
with anti-kx:k breaks.
The consequences of what could
have happened are supposed to convince the viewer to purchase a car with
anti-kx:k brakes and insure that car with
Allstate.
Is the insurance business that bad?
Instead of offering low rates or a quality
product. they offer us looks at the
worst -case scenario and impending
doom.
These dangers are real enotigh in
every day life. but stem reminders
through scare -tactic advertising is not
the way to inform.
Perhaps Prestone should consider
donating some the money we give them
by buying their product to the Kevin
C’ollins Foundation or a rape crisis center.
l’he Kevin Collins Foundation aids
in the search for missing c..1.....ren
h
The
foundation WdS formed by the parents ol
Kevin Collins, who was abuducted
from a San Francisco Street in February
19B4.
We would all he better served by
that.
Michelle Smith r% a Daily staff
writer.

Don’t get me wrong.
I made a fool of myself in the
newsroom Monday as we watched the final
moments of the Giants’ pennant viqory.
I love baseball. It is the only sport.
But it’s been depressing the hell out
of me to watch the local media turn
themselves so single-mindedly to baseball
coverage this past week and a half.
Gossipy tidbits, impact stories, rivalry
polls, photo essays.
I mean, as the pieces began coming
together last week the after an attempted
coup against Panama’s Manuel Noriega,
the front page of one local paper was
covered with baseball. No mention of
Noriega until you got to the back page.
And watching local news
programming, I couldn’t help but cough
when the first five minutes of 30-minute
broadcasts were devoted to baseball stories
night after night.
Pretty scary.
Scary because I’ve always known our
priorities in this country are all screwed
up, but the last week has driven the
message home.
Sports sells, that’s the reason. Just
look at the people hyping products from
beer to cars on TV: sports kings and hasbeens.
But the leaders of our "enlightened"
press ought to know better, and not just
because I’m a member.
More importantly, we the public
of which I am also a member should
demand more. We’ve got some pretty
serious problems to face, and they emerge
and evolve each day. We also have a
worldwide reputation for ignorance and
provincialism when it comes to world
news
well-earned reputation we
should be trying to change.
We ought to be anxious to find out
what’s happening each day and insist that
the media meet our needs for information.
Diversion is good. Life is hard, and
we all deserve an occasional break from
the madness. Hell, the playoffs got me
through the past week.
But there comes a point when you
have to take responsibility for being
infornied.
Tell me to lighten up’? I will. As smin
as I’m not so concerned alx)ut the world.
Mary R. Callahan

is Ilte City

Editor.

Letters to the Editor
The Spartan Daily
to hear from you. The
Maly accepts kners-to-the-editor from students. faculty, and the campus community regarding topics of
public interest. Letters should include the author’s
name. major. grade level, and telephone number (not
for publication).

Letters to the Editor
Name REC for students
Lditor.
In response to Andrew Charming’s column "Name Rec
tor Ricky Berry... I believe Andrew is overl(mking one important lad
The Recreation and Events Center was built for the students SJSU by the students of SJSU. Athletics did not put
any money into the building of the REC; students did. The
events center was not built to house the basketball team. but
any event the students and community would enjoy. Just like
the Noble prize winner Dalai Lama, athletics had to sign a
contract to use the facility.
I don’t know how other students on campus feel, but fix
myself. I have put my own money into the REC. and due to
me the building is here. Shouldn’t I (the student) get some
recognition’? I didn’t score 1767 points, and I’m no Michael
Jordan. However. I did build the RFC for myself and future
students to enjoy What is so wnwig with giving ourselves
Ithe students) the credit?
Maria Navarro
MPA Program

Berry has his honor
EAlitor.
The members of the 1989-90 Spartan basketball teams
would like to express our sincere concern over the increased
interest in the naming of the Student Union Recreati(m and
Events Center 1SUREC)
Ricky Berry was unqestionably the greatest player in
Spartan basketball history. To honor and pay tribute to
Ricky. the athletic department gave him the highest award a
university can give an athlete a retired jersey.
Because of reasons unknown, Ricky fix* his life. His
suicide made all of his sacnfices and struggks in vain.

We sympathize with the Berry family, but we feel that.
because of the circumstances surrounding his death, naming
a student facility after Ricky would send an inappropriate
message to young. striving athletes and the community AS a
whole.
The 1989-90 Spartan basketball teams

God save the country
FAIitor,
Can anything stop the g(wemment/business organized
crime syndicate
roller from tumbling back and forth
across Anier’oed. crushing thy life out of everything’?
Here we have Russia about to break up from political
convulsion and trying to change its image from the big hear
to the docile pussycat. and we’re building for war.
The U.S. debt is approaching S3 tnIli(m and it should be
obvious that the (’ongress and Administrati(m have sold out
to the Devil. or the military/industrial complex.
We have a justice system that interprets the Constitution
from the syndicate’s point of view, noi common man’s.
Hence. the elite’s rule is secure until Jesus comes.
Flu( the Second Coming has been quashed by the blind
Pharisees that mesmerize people int() believing that wealth
represents Cxxls bkssing, and not the Devil’s.
And so we must he tmm again. from darkness int() light:
from death to life: from hopelessness into accepting reincarnation as ours for etemal life.
Wayne Johnson

Columns
Signed columns are written by members
of the Spartan Daily staff. They express the
opinion tithe writer only.
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New dean wants to
serve students better
By Jill McLaughlin
Daily staff writer
The new dean of Stutknt Services
wants S1S11 to do a triter job than any
other U.S. university in addressing the
needs of students.
Dean M. Batt arnved on campus
seven weeks ago from Fairleigh Dickinson University in New Jersey, where he
wa.s the vice president of student affairs.
The Student Services Department
oversees a wide variety of student activities and services ranging from the
Greek system to the Student Heath Center. Batt says changes in most aspects of
the department are in the works.
"I have a goal to make the division
the finest in the country." said Bait.
"hut there is work to do."
As dean. Batt will direct all programs in the department. This includes
counseling, testing and evaluation. Career Planning and Placement, Financial
Aid, Student Health Services, university
housing services. student activities and
services, Disabled Student Services and
the fraternity system.
Batt has a simple view of what student services should provide.
"If there’s something in the way of
a student going to class, we should be
able to help." lie said. "We both educate and serve the students."
A five-year plan to improve and expand on the services is in the making
this semester. Batt said.
But before making a plan, his first
objective is to find out about the students.
Batt apixented his assistant dean,
Samuel Henry.. to research the attitudes
and needs of all the different students
represented at
Once the needs of the students are
determined. Batt vwill he "working hard
to put together the plan... he said.
Another major plan Batt proposed is
to bring the 225 people %taking in the

SJSU Today

News

Soliders storm
opposition building

1/r. I/ean Batt
no, dewi of %indent Aert’ll eA
different departments within Sitakni
Service% closer together.
"We are putting together a program
for the staff to develop new skills and
cross -training Bait said.
Student academic advisement is an
area that Batt said needs work as well.
His department is working together with
the academic vice president’s office to
make it easier for students to find out
where they Call go for help with advising.
The two departments are currently
working on a handtxxik for the faculty
members that will help adviser% answer
students’ questions. The handbook will
have lists of programs and services that
the student resort to liar help.
Financial aid is also going through
major changes, Bait said. The office is
gointz to transfer to the on-line communication system, in an effort it) he more
accessible to the students.
These changes will hopefully improve what Batt says is already. "one of
the finest groups of individual mite%
sionals in public affairs I’ve come
acniss years...

PANAMA cri
Panama AP)
Soldier% stormed the building where oppusilion leader Guillermo Endure was
holding a hunger strike. hut a colleague
said he was safely spirited away behire
the raid.
A nearby. resident said the troopers
tired tear gas in the raid law Thursday
It came hours after (ien. Manuel Antonio Noriega, who survived a coup attempt Tuesday. told the nation that the
government would get tough with its
opponents.
Endara, the former opposition presidential candidate. "is noss in a safe
place." collegue. Willie Cochet. said
later ’Thursday He would not elaborate.
Endara IS III the 16th day of a fast.
He %anis Panamanians to delay tax pay Wilk and tx)ycott govenunent lottenes
anti casinos, thus depriving the government of needed revenues.
In Noriega’s televised speech. he
ridiculed Entlara’s hunger stnke and
said he had evidence that the United
States had planned it) install Entlara as
president. Nonega annulled May. 7 national balloting that international observers said Endara was winning by a 3I margin.
Nonega compared the coup attempt
with the failed U.S.-backed Bay of Pigs
invasion of Cuba in 1961 and said he
would propose a package of "war
laws" dealing with national security.
Brandishing a ntle given him by
supporters and quoting a Spanish pmverb. Nonega p ttttt iised "blows for the
undecided, lead for the enemy and silver for the friend" in a speech from
Santiago, 150 miles west of Panama
City.
A resident living near the opposition
office where Endara had been staying
said two truckloads of soldiers surmun led the block, stopped traffic and
then entered the building. apparently

looking tor Endiwa.
Journalists were kept 200 yards
away from the ttl.’ene.
Associated Press photographer John
Hopper was hit on the head and his
equipment Wit% confiscated. The wound
required stitches. Equipment also was
taken trom a cameraman for an Anwncan television network
Cochet would not say how. Endara
managed to leave the offices without
being captured by troops.
Secunty forces were at the building
throughout much of the day. When reinlorcements arrived, eight gunmen in
civilian clothes fired in the air outside
Endara’s office. dispersing scores of
supporters.
Earlier. members of the DeWnse
Forces dressed in civilian clothes entered the building and arrested two people. They held everybody inside ftw
three hours.
Ten rebels died and 23 people, in
eluding three members of Noreiga’s
general staff. were :arrested when troops
loyal to the government crushed the revolt, the government said.
Calling the coup attempt another
Bay of Pigs. Nonega said the United
States "had left in the lurch those it had
bribed."
He said American troops from the
Southern Command military’ installations along the Panama Canal tried to
block loyal forces from coming to his
rescue when soldiers took him hostage
in the Defense Forces headquarters
building.
"They should not be hypocritical,"
Noriega said referring to the United
States. "They were involved."
In Washington. Defense Secretary
Dick Cheney said the rehels contacted
11.S. military. officials in Panama and
requested possible blockage of routes
leading to the headquarters building.

organiiation. Ilse swinging ends
Friday, ( kt 20 at 6 p.m
Money and Illy% that will he raised will also go to the San JOIte Fire
Ikpitninent for disinbution to children.;
All fraternity and sorority mernbers
taking pan in the %winging are required:
to bring toys or money that will he
..
turned over to Toy% lor-Tots and to the
fire &penmen!.
lbe annual esrnt is p;an of Sigma
Nu’s philanthropic activity it) help the
children of Santa Clara Valley.
To help raise toys, the fraternity
asked children at the Roben F. Kennedy
Elementary Schtmil to conduct their own
campaign to raise toys.
In 19M6, Sigma Nu "adopted" the
elementary school and has been
working closely with the school since
then. acconling to Signia Nu member
Dan Moskow.
On Monday, fifth- and sixth-grede
stu&nts began a two-week-long toy
dnve by bringing toys it) their school.
All the toys collected will be given to
Sigrna Nu Enday, (kt. 20.. when the
students will visit the fraternity and the
SJSU campus.
The Swing-a-Thon is also being
six insured by ’Togo’s Eatery and other
ltwal businesses.

Speech team
places third
in first meet
SJSU’s speech and debate tram
took third place overall at its first meet.
held at los Rios College, a community
college near Sacramento.
And it was able to accomplish this
with only half a Wain.
Because members of the speech
team were noi prepared tor the meet,
only the debate section of the team
competed.
"We still got third (place) with only
debaters, which is miraculous," said
Kristi Nowak, a member of the team.
SJSLI went up against such schools
as the University’ of California at
Berkeley, Santa Clara llniversity and
Saul Francisco State University, as well
as schools Mini as far away as
Alabama.
The team is planning to send four
members ol the debate squad to a
national competition. which begins in
two weeks

Sigma Nu
swings along
for charity

Still time
to name the
Rec Center
I
still time to name the Rec

SJS1.; (Week swingers will be going
into action Sunday to help raise toys for
needy children in San Jose at Sigma
Nu’s Swing-a-Thon
Sigma Nu fraternity members w ill
begin their annual Swing-a-Thon
starting Sunday, (kt. 15 at 6 p.m. in
front of their house on I I th Street to
raise toys for the Toys-for-Tots

C’enter as pan of the Spartan Daily’s
contest
Send suggestions to the Spartan
IDaily in Wahlquist Library North.
Boon 104.
We will release the top entnes next
week.

Spartan Daily
Artist
of the week

SpartaGuide
SpartaGode is a daily calendar available to
SJSU students. faculty and staff organizations
at no charge Forms rnay be obtained in the
Spartan Daily office. Wahlquisf Library North
Room 104. or at the Student Union Information
Center No phoned-in ’terns will be accepted
The deadline is noon The Daily weI attempt to
enter each item a day before the event as well
as the day of the event
TODAY
Asian Business League: International food
bazaar. 10 a m -3 p m . Seventh St tents
Call 274-6372
Association of Rock ’n’ Roll:Noon
concert. free. nuon. S U Amphitheater Call
287-6417
Pre-Med Club: Meeting 1 30 p m Duncan

Hall, room 354 (All 248-9045
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority Inc.: Resume
workshop. noon S U Costanoan Room
Tau Delta Phl: Sock Hop, 7 p m Erica
Pasch s house Call 266-7687
Physics Seminar: M A Cappelli of
Stanford. 1 30 p m Science Building. room
251 Call 924-5267
Alcoholics Anonymous: Meeting, noon
10th and San Carlos Sts . Campus Christian
Center. Jonah s Whale Call 298-0204
SJSU Greek Show Marketing Committee:
Committee planning 5 p m African
American Studies Building Call 998-0160
Economics Students Association:
Meeting, 3pm.SU Pacheco Room

Spartan Daily

Original designs
for Access and
Ski Section

Chris
tounwoody

For doubling incites
irt one week.

Spartan Daily
Serving the San Jose State
University Community
Since 1934
(UCPS 509-4801
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ATTENTION:CIVIL ENGINEERING STUDENTS

The Los Angeles Department of Public Works
is recruiting 1989-90 graduates.

CLUB

CAFE

-The Ultimate Nightclub-

Starting salaries are
$2,754 monthly with 13.S.,
$2,906 monthly,with M.S.
miamPIW /
Excellent Benefits including relocation allowance.
Sign up now at tilt
Career Planning and Placement Center
Building Q.

&

Open Wed-Sun Nights
4400 Stevens Creek Blvd., S.J.
(Next to Meridian Quad Theaters)

985-9533

II

LOOKING FOR
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES?
ATTEND ON -CAMPUS INTERVIEW

EMPLOYER

AN

1S

EYE CATCHING
"IP> S
S SPECIAL ON
CONTACT LENSES
EXTENDED WEAR
DAILY WEAR

$195
$70 *Soft
Permeable
$175
Gas
Gas Permeable...$85
For Dura-sott color change contacts
add $50 to soft lens price.
Prices valid with Student I.D. card.

.Soft

Complete eye exam required
with purchase of contact lenses

th

DR. LYNN L. PARRISH
GENERAL OPTOMETRY & CONTACT LENSES
20 N. First St. Suite B
Member
San Jose, CA 95113
286-9096
(N. lst. & Santa Clara Streets)
Close to campus
Arnencan Opiornetnt.
Asxxotooll
VALIDATED PARKING

’

PRESENTATIONS

SERIES I
1 he following organizations are hosting upcoming
informational sessions:

3003013 (-OP lUli3

GENERAL ELECTRIC
Tuesday -October 17, 1989
11:30 pm -1:30 pm
oilonoan Room, S.U.

MILO VCXEl VC) jC010
POR
11412Vg

VARIAN

Thursday -October 19, 1989
12:30 pm -2:30 pm
Guadalupe Room, S.U.

OUR’

Beginning October I, Kinko’s will
offer 41 copies in our self serve area
f rom the hours of 6 00 p m to 8 00 p m
8 1/2 x 1 1 and 8 1/2 x 14 white 20 lb.
bond only
Join U5 at one of the f ollowing

ations

41119 I. Ica Corbin el.
imilcrami IOU al 192.1)
2011-109 9
11. 1111/41 Si.
Agreee &so illaMainilire
11111-411133

FMC-Business

I hursday-October 19, 1989
12:00 pm-2:00pm
BC ooi

FMC-Engineering
Thungday-ociober 19, 1989
12:00 pm-2:00 pm
Engineering 189
Leam about the variety of career options by
attending these very informative presentations.
Provides an excellent opportunity to meet with company
representatives and to start your networking now!
All interested students are welcome.
ailiandlit Series II Employer List now available. For more
information, contact Career Planning & Placement Building
924-601(1
‘A (error Manning k Ilarernent Center einIrkes and prnorrrrno ore provided
corroin regard re rock coke. ridision, erronnial orlenisiton .r or doebillor
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Sports

Spikers beat Cal in three
fly Todd A. Haynes
Daily staff wnter
"At least it’s a ’W,’ sighed Dick
Montgomery, SiSt volleyball coach. in
iiitiment of obvious discontent.
In a match that had as many injuries
as a football game, the Spartans (7-5
overall. 24 in the Big West) heat the
University of Calitiimia. Berkeley in
three games, 15-13. 15-5, and 15-9.
The Bears. ranked I 1th in the nation
going into the match, lost three starters,
Aliile the Spartans suffered one injury.
In the third game freshman hitter
Mindy C’nieleger twisted her ankle
v,fien her foot landed on a C’al player’s
loot near the net. (’.rtreleger said she’d
he ready to play the next Spartan match
on Saturday, hut Montgomery said
she’d "he out for a while.
The Spartan victory over the
hobbled Cal team, 1 1-6, cante much
harder than the store indicates. Skil!
started the first game timidly until Otte.
leger. in for senior hitter Mona Sualua.
charged up the Spartans with her aggressive play.
"Mindy came in and picked us
up," Montgomery said. She got real
enthusiastic and picked up the pace for
us ’
C’zueleger wasn’t the only non
staner to have a hig game. Sophomore
Erika MacLennan, a defensive special
1st, was instrumental in finishing off the
Bears in the second game.
Serving the final four points kir the
Spartans, Maclennan had a nice dig in
each of the last two points.
Maclennan "added the momentum
that we needed hy playing tough defense and serving," C’fueleger said
-That took Berkeley out of their
game
1)efense. or lack of it, was the
downfall fin- Cal. The Bears had only .18
digs. compared to the Spartans 55, and
lett the middle open km) often for setter
Janine Want
Ward had seven kills, an unusuall
high number Iiir a setter, anti said that
being left-handed gives her more oppor
tunnies than right-handers.
"I like to attack. It’s my favorite
part of the game," Ward said. "They
,Aeren’t blocking so I took advantage.’
The Spartans didn’t slip into their
Iiimiliar pattem of winning the first two
games and slipping in the third. After
falling behind 2-0 in the last game, the
took control, eventually winning it 15 -

"We arc a..are of our pattern of
doing that , said Heather McPherson,
amnia middle hlix:ker "When we went
downstairs der the break after game 21
that ws one of the main things: not to let
up or let them get any momentum."
Another pattern the Spartans hope it)
avoid is kntx:king off a ranked team,
and getting heat in the next match to an
unranked team.
That pattern began last weekend
when the Spartans upset Long Beach
State Friday night, and then lost in three

straight games to the unranked Antral
ers of UC Irvine
The Spartans host Fresno State rni
versify (9-9 overall, 2-5 in conference)
Saturday night at 7:30. The Bulldogs
heat the Spartans in Fresno earlier this
year in four games, 15-9, 15-13, 12.15,
15-10.
After Fresno, the Spartans will hit
the road to rage the University of San
Francisco on Tuesday, (let. 17 at 7
p.m.

JATON
A True Value on
an IBM Compatible
computer
JAS286-12SD S_YSTFM kaa

Model Number: JAS28612S

Intel 80286-12 microprocessor running at 6/12 MHZ
Zero wait state with Phoenix BIOS
640 KB RAM module on board expandable to 8 MB
One 5.25" - 1.2 MB diskette drive (Japan brand)
One 3.5" - 1.44 MB diskette drive (Japan brand)
1:1 interleave hard disk controller with dual diskette controller
I/0 plus card (one parallel, two serial, and one game ports)
Enhanced 101 -keys click Keyboard
200 W power supply
6 industry standard expansion slots
UNIX, XENIX, OS/2, and DOS compatible
One year warranty
7 days full cash refund
:)isplay VGA 800X600 EGA 800X600
With
With
Hard N
VGA Monitor EGA Monitor
Disk

Mona/color
Card With 14"
Mono Monitor

20MB

1349.00

1249.00

949.00

40MB

1449.00

1349.00

1049.00

JATON CORPORATION

Da
tht
gri

2391 ZANKER RD., SUITE 330 SAN JOSE, CA 95131
(408) 434-6787

sal
lin
tht

AiniNollendorfs -- Daily staff photographer

Spartan middle hgli:ker Heather McPherson attempts a block during S.ISIl"s three-game win mer the Bears
ga

Western Fashion
Long Sleeve Shirts

gtrvgivana2

01-171
1. IC. IPT

$1499

Join the Shark Patrol
.250 Peel -n- Eat Shrimp

Plaids and Stripes
Reg. to 29.99

ustin Ropers

a12tRg

.880

J

.88¢ "Shark bites"

Coronas

1
i

stylis

$8999

)2

’’;

t

4
- /

Ladies 1.3804 tan
assorted colors $1. )1) f

Acme Pythas!
Snake

Lee Jeans

---1.1114

$9999 bee $1799

Reg. to $109.00

Justin
Iguana Lizard

The brand that fits

Blue Denim -100% cotton
2020341 Reg lit Re. to $25.00
201-254 1 Slim
Ladles $19.99

9999
.1

Take a dive into our music mix,
from classic oldies to hot modern rock.

Crk.

1280

)

re ......

3291 Stevens Creek Blvd.
244- 9191

WINCHESTER WESTERN WEAR
VMMULSTZTI
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OFF

OFF
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/
1,11,
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I

q20 Ahhoti St
Salina. CA 41901
Lxplres.12

4150 Great America Parkway
Santa Clara, CA 95050
(408) 748-0378
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Every Saturday night at Bennigan’s!
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Sports
Spartan Football Statistics

Mayo magic

DEFENSE
Lampkins
E Thomas
Moss
MurPoka
Rasnick
Mayo
Liehengood
Huck
Bumham
Scialabba
F Smith
Franklin
Colar
Bleisch
Clarke
C Thomas
Serrano
Forrest
Powers
Reber
Reed
Smylie
Wadood
S Smith
Jones

’UT
11
17
13
9
4
8
4
9
9
9
6
6
1
7

2
2
1
2
2
1
0
2
2
1
1

AT TT
26 37
9 26
13 26
10 19
14 18
9 17
13 17
7 16
6 15
4 13
7 13
612
0 11
4 11
8 10
8 10
8
9
5
7
5
7
4
5
5
5
2
4
1
3
0
1
0
1

S

F

I

0
0
0
0
0
8
0
1
2
2
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Taylor
Moore
Jackson
J Johnson
Hughes
G Smith
T rammer

1
0
0
2
1
1
1

0
1
i
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
2
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
0
0
0
0
0

1.1T
Unassisted Tackles. AT Alienated
Tackles Total Tackles, S Sacks, F
Fumbles
Intercepuons

Big West Football
Taw (Neal

Fresno (5-0)
SJSU (2-2)
Utah SI. (1-4)
UNLV (3-2)
Fullerton (2-3-1)
Long Beach (3-3)
Pacific (1-5)
New Mexico St. (0-5)

2
1
1
2
1
1
1
0

0
0
0
1
1
2
3
2

Owners’ war may stall
Rozelle’s retirement

Gina t Watson
quarterback
S.’S’ linebacker I yneil 11i1y4). ho leads the team
Spartans stare into the
sacks, vs ill try to add 10 111% 101111 01101

Daily staff photographe

eyes of the Hurricanes on Saturday. The game, w hich will be played
the teams have played each other.
’iv ill In the first t’
in

Miami, SJSU lack student support

1

By. Robert I.ouis Mallard
Daily stan writer
Although many consider SJSU and
the University of Miami tootball pnc
grams to he at entirely &flown levels.
the two programs share many of the
same problems and successes.
The Hurricanes have won two national championships and 81 percent ’dawn games this decade. .1114..y have fin
ished second natiorsOy twice and have
won 47 of their last 48 regular season
games.
SJSU ha.s compiled a 62-81-1 record in the 1980’s and has won three
Big West Championships and one Cali
tiwnia Bowl. But SJSU has newt been
ranked in the top 20 nationally at the
end of the season.
SJSU is coming off a disappionting
2h-2I defeat against Cal and Miami is
emotionally charged atter iis 56-0
thrashing of the University 01 Cincinoath. despite playing w dhow its starting
quarterback.
Ilovever. the tv.4) schools share a
similar problem Student suppon is dillicult to obtain
"The extreme sense of apathy imaap1
attending sporting events is a characteristic ot Miami stiatkints. said Robert
Scott Marshal. a contributing editor to

the Ilumcane. the University of Miami’s newspaper.
sense oil school spirit at
There is
Miami. Marshal said I Ithers agreed.
’Abele is apathy lor every game except the one against Notre Dame 4)1
which you couldn’t even he willed a
I
ticket... said Todd Wright.
rector 4n- WVUM radio, Miami’s sin
(lent Malawi
Miami’s onc-point los% to Notre
Dame last season cost them the National
Championship. Their "Catholics vs
C’onvicts- war with Notre Dame has
existed for years
!so, far as campus enrollment mini 114.1s. !Miami and SJSU stack up like
this:
The University of Miami has I 3,ittS1 students However. only it,h1X1 ot
them Me undergraduates. ()I the undergrachaes. only around 4.1aN I live on
campus. Marshal said
The student seiiiim of the stadium
consists 01 heimeen 5,1100 and 1’4,000
pupils. R what! Dalrymple Sports
[nation Director at Miami said For the
number in "traditional students.- the
figure is sullicient.
1101 as big a school as ev
el-,\,111t: thinks.- 1)alry mine said
Si NI students.
SIM’ has 11Cark

Aiiiiiiiimately 2,1011 student% lic in
on Lainpus housing. said Helen (Mt,
Marketing Coordinator la I niversity
Housing Services.
%kiwi is a college town, Mark Forrest, S.ISt I linebacker said Miami residents support the Hun-wanes even 1110111:
support the Miaiiii I kilphins.
114111111
the prolessional football team
Forrest is twin the Miami area
"The fans ate spoiled here.’
Vv.right said "Miami is used to winning Its lans want to be pampereI
The Dolphins haven’t won a div ’,ion
title since 1985. Al Barba. P R
ith
the San Ft ark isco --toers said
tiowevei. people
attend the big
games hevause ot the assumption that
the Hurricanes will w in. Forrest said.
The stadium is not empty . hut it isn’t
packed either
One of the reasons tor such a low
t that last week’s
anticipated crowd is
(
contest against the l v criat%
nato va%11 5h 0 blow out. he said
This season, Miami has averaged
C2.764 tans per game through its lira
two home contests. 1)alry inple said Ile
anticipates between 45.111X I and 511.( x
tans tor Saturda’s games
"For
team with the caliher 01
Miami. they should till the ()ranee

25% Off
This
Weekend
WOODTONE $74
DRESSERS

25*

Reg "1(1

DESKS
Reg sq9

$14.25*
2111Pa

’lid you know that lireuners Furniture
has a rental return clearance center?

SOFAS

Save like never before on furniture
returned from our rental division
with prires slashed for this
weekend.

74.25*

Whether you are looking for home or
office furniture, we have hundieds of
items arriving weekly.
If you’re Marting out, starting over,
or furnishing a second home or office.
come see the hundreds of items
returned to our 28,000 square foot
showroom.

I4’herr value Fr quality
are always on sale.

Reg. $9!1

)1116
ill LAMPS

Reg $19

$14.25*
TWIN SFTS
Fin SF:TS
QUEEN SETS
KING SETS

s w Warranty lel
s Warranty SIN
s wwriawy $11118
s Werranly ’MN

ps

CENTER
RENTAL RETURN CLEARANCE
Ave.

411V

Open Later For Your Convenience’
Monday Friday 10am Bpm Saturday 10arn
Sunday Noon 5on

6Prn

1600 Duane
Santa Clara

20% Off
all merchandise on
Saturdays & Sundays
w/ student I.D.
(Limited Time Offer)

mat, WIttAll said

SPA ha% .1 similar problem v ith
lack ot auto, toe home game opp
nents I he toe Spartan oppenent% iliai
vould he the largest gate attractions.
vs ill he played on the road These teams
include Bay Area archnvals Cal and
Stanford. Fresno State. An/ona State
and the Iniversity ot

M -F 10-7

The Beauty Suppiy Sat. 10-6
Store and Salon. Sun. 12-5
998 -LOOK
at the Pavilion

ComputerWerx
4.77/10 MHZ
256K Expandable to 640K
51/4 360K Floppy drive
DFI Mono Graphics Card
Mono Monitor
Keyboard

$429.00
M. VIM V, NM

Logictech mouse
Surge Protectors
Printer Cables
Serial Cables
Mouse Pads
Bulk 3 1/2 DS/DD

$74. 95
$$112.9955
$1,172:9955
$ .99

DISK DRIVES

NEW MATTRESSES

(408) 727-7365

A

WEEKEND STUDENT SPECIAL

EPSON
10 MHZ TURBO XT
MONO SYSTEM
EQUITY"11+

Lome in today and save on quality
from lireuners- Surprise!
From
San Tomas
Take Scott
Then Left on
Jay to Duane

Bind lor e%ery home game,- Wright
said
The ()range. Bowl holds 75.500.
The Spanaris only averaged 14.6.1s
tans per game Iasi season, according hi
SISti Sport.. !Monti:unto Office
For the decatk, they have averaged old%
16.091 spectator.. despite their stk.
cesses. During their best season in
1986, they a% craged 22.522.
Spartan Stadium has a capacity ol
41.21 /4 A stadium expansion to the cur
rent capacity was completed in 1985
Ilte expansion was nevessary
SJSI
to iemain at Div 1.14)11 I status
Miami has also had a lack of top 211
calibei oppi mous to attract tans this sea

.ations were that Finks never got more
GRAPEVINE, Texa.s (AP) Unless Pete Rozelle can utilize his per- than 15 votes.
suasive powers one more time to unify
In any case, it appeared to be a twothe warring factions in Me NF1., his man race between the 62 -year-old Finks
longed -for retirement will have to he put and 48 -year-old Paul Tagliabue, the
off. Again.
league’s top antitrust lawyer and a partThose factions Old Guard, New ner in the Wa.shington law firrn of C’ovGuard, in-group, out-group. or what- ington & Burling.
ever they’re called met for nearly
-There’s so much support for both
nine hours Tuesday and ended farther of theni that I think it will he one of the
away from electing Rozelle’s successor two,’ Rozelle said.
ihan they were July 6. That’s when Jim
When is another question.
Finks, the president of the New Orleans
Rozelle tried after the meetings adSaints, came up with 16 votes, three ioumed at about 10:15 kx:al time to
.hon of the 19 necessary’ for election.
work out a compromise, a.s he so often
Rozelle, the only one who spoke ha.s during his 29 years as commisAbout what transpired Tuesday, would sioner. In fact, (me of the measures of
not say how the four ballots came out his success ha.s been an ability to extract
.ncept to say "it was less close than compromise from seeming deadlock.
luly 6.- Rotelle said their were slight
Deadlock is what there was Tuesinferences on each of the four, but indi- day.

All Mann Lted,1 Cards plus
&NM s Charge Accepted
Limited Ouantities - Be HPre Early it, lips1 Seleinir.

360K
$ 65.00
1.2MB
$ 75.00
1.44MB
$ 85.00
ST-225 20MB
$199.00
ST-251-1 28 ms 40MB
$359.00
ST-125-20 MB 31/2 20MB $249.00
ST-138 (3.5",38MS) 30MB
$339.00

5% OFF TO S.J.S.U.
STUDENTS AND
FACULTY

Ell

01,411V,

a

AVM

2111,11.
AV

la 10,.

EPSON EQUITY II +
80286 12MHZ/8 MHZ
640 K RAM
Built in Serial/Parrallel
Enhanced Keyboard
One Year Limited Warranty
$939.00
MS DOS 3.3
1.2 Floppy Drive

COMPUTER WERX
95 S. Market St.
San Jose, CA 95113
(408)
297-9379

Your Downtown Computer Source

[ORIGINAL DEFECTIVE
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Abortion Debate Intensified

Abortion restrictions struck down
Florida lawmakers reject 4 bills
I Al I AllASsl . Fla (API
Four hills to restrict abortion were
soundly deteated by state Senate coin
mince during tfw nation’s
spetial
K,A11111 011 the WWI:
111C
S Supreme ( ’ourt’s Webster ruling
11w battle isn’t oser, Jon Peck. :1
NIXIkeS111:111 10f (111V Hob Manine/. said
alter Ow gosemor’s pn)posals were
s ited t141%411.1.11CMtly. 111C Int dily 01111e
N.:v.1(m
Alvan 1.000 abortion -rights wily
Isis. howeser, celebrated outside the

Capitol
"’Ilse real iwws story is that nothing
is going to happen here... Kate Islichel
man. execulise director 01 the National
Ahonion Nights Ai. non I vague. told the
cheering crowd -Manirwi is sultenng
a very embarrassinv deleat
And abortion rights lav.makers pre
dicted lour more Martine/ proposals
would the in a setond Senate committee
meeting it iday
Honda lawmakers convened in the
afternoon amid tight security atter ’wire

than 111,1410 pro-thoice and anii abor
non demonstrators held rallies
As police guarded the doors to the
I kint icratic 4:Imo-oiled
Senate
and
House chambers, activists marched
an nind 111t. C:1111101
.111C abortion rights side sang
"Anwrica the Beautilur and hired an
airplane to trail :1 banner saying -Keep
Abortion legal ’
Anti ahonion iwtivists wore T-shirts
with the words. "Spoken As a Former
Fetus . Tin ilad Im Here. Police made two arrests. A 14 year
old NJ% charged with a misdenwanor
for wearing a demgatory message on his

’SHOWDOWN?

packet that retenrd to the governor, and
4Y-yeamild (’arl Ciulander, an ahonionnghts supponer, was jaikd on a charge
of aggravated battery after he allegedly
struck a man in the face with a video
The Senate Health Care Committee
today was expected to defeat Inur bills it
had it) consider, including three ineasums to expand abortion clinic regulations, according to panel chainvoman
Sen. Jeanne Malchon, a !knits:rat and
an abonion-rights supporter
The House wasn’t expected to take
a vote on abortion legislation until
’Ibursday.

Legislative session timing questioned
’TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (API
Placards have been painted, stimng
speeches rehearsed, riot police
dnlled and graphic photos mailed to
state lawmakers for the cunrnt legislative showdown on atx)rtion. But a
state Supreme Court ruling last week
niay have pre-empted the purpose of
the session.
Legislators in other states, such
Pennsylvania, are considering ahortion hills a.s part of their regular sesskins, hut Florida’s four-day special
session beginning Tuesday was sup-

posed to offer a focused battleground
on the emotion-charged issue.
It’s the first legislative special ses
sion on abortion scheduled to open
since the U.S. Supreme Coures July
3 ruling upholding Missouri laws restricting abortion.
Estimates of the number of deny ists coming for the session range up
10 200,000, or double the population
of this picturesque city where the
biggest excitement usually comes at
Flonda State University and Florida
A&M football games.

1.1
7

A GREAT NATURAL
FOOD RESTAURANT THAT’S
NEXT TO THE BEACH!

OCEAN ODYSSEY
Quality Diving Education
PADI Training Facility
Large Retail Inventory
Modern Rental Department
Air Station/Repair Center
XANADU Boat Charters
Unique Diving Fun
2345 S. Rodeo Gulch
Santa Cruz. CA 95062
(408) 475-DIVE

4I

Mon.-Thurs. 10-6
Frl. 10-7:30
Sat. & Sun. 7-6
Closed Tuesday

"Where Bottom Time is a Wag of Life!"
462-1717 Open 7 days, 9 am -9 pm
1700 Portola Drive (corner of 17th and East Cliff)

RIVERSIDE GARDEN INN
The Finest In Santa Cruz

8. TH

Getaway k
by the Bay
$42.2 5 per person, double occupancy, taxes not
included, 2 night minimum. commissionable.
All rooms guaranteed ocean view.

Complimentary Continental Breakfast
for 2, two mornings in Dining Room
or Surf Diner
Surprise gift upon arrival
Oceanview Restaurant & Lounge
I leated Pool, Spa & Sauna
In room movies (fee)
Next to the Beach & Boardwalk,
Fisherman’s Wharf, & four blocks
to the Pacific Garden Mall

Accommodations
at Reasonable
Rates

t

..4

80 Spacious Rooms & Luxurious Suites
Heated Pool 8r Invigorating Spas
Complimentary European Breakfast
Moments From the Beach and Downtown
Quiet Garden Surroundings
Complimentary glass of wine on the wharf

YOUR BEST STUDY BREAK IS ONLY 35 MINUTES AWAY

20% OFF with Student I.D.
600 Riverside, Santa Cruz, CA 95060
(408) 458-9660
Valid Sunday-Friday, October-April 1990
Excluding major holidays

9. CC
an<
lun
10. WHERE ICELEBF
BECOMII AMA

Elegant...
Personal...

IIt: .c ir i(,

pmts."
inlatthe Beach
at the Wharf
175 W. Cliff Drive
Santa Cruz, CA
(408) 426-4330

Valid Sunday thru Thursday until June 14, 1990
Not valid holidays, Easter week or for Friday or Saturday arrivals.
Advance reservations required, subject to availability. Not
applicable to groups or conventions.

Daily 11 :30anl- 1:00am

l’agc 7
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Abortion Debate Intensified

Top ’family values’ do not include
opposition to abortion, study finds
SPRINGFIEI.1).
( AP) POIwho claim to tight on hehalf of
"family values" in battling abortion
and promoting prayer in school may he
off target, according to a study released
today.
"Politicians and pundits of viuious
stnpes have attempted to co-orm the
tenn (family values) in pursuit of their
own agendas," said the study on the
American family, which included information from I ,2(X) randomly selected
respondents.
The survey wa.s commissimted by
itiCianS

Massachusetts Mutual Lite Insurance
Co.
The respondents were presented
with 28 value statements and a.sked how
well the temi "family value" descnbed
each one. Topping the list of responses
were love and emotional support for
family members, respect for others and
taking responsibility tor one’s actions.
"Being in favor of prayer in
school" ranked 25th and "opposing
abortion" ranked 27th.
"It tells us that our legislators really
don’t know what they’re doing,’ said

Family Values

Pro-choice wins election

Here are the results ol a pot
asking Americans what they
thought were "family va/u0s.

Dr 1.ee Salk, who was hired by Springfield -based Massachusetts Mutual to review the study findings. "They’re all
paying lip service to something they’ve
not really examined."
Salk said a true political "family
value" might he granting paternity
leave or employers giving time off for
parents to attend school functions.
The study said Americans are changing the way they define family. hut
family is still the center of their lives.
By 3 -to- I , Americans defined the
family d.% "a group of people who love

First major test-vote

1.
Lova for family
25. Prayer in school
27. Oppose abortion

and care fix each other," over the traditional definitions of people related by.
blood or marriage.
Eighty-one percent of the respondents listed "family" as one of their top
two sources of pleasure, with "friends"
the next mosi mentioned source
While family was a top source (il
plea.sure to Amencans,
also was a
chief source of worry, the survey found

Limousine
Capitola
serving Santa Cruz & San Jose
bar hopping
sight seeing
complimentary wet bar
& champagne

"Featuring Ultra -stretch Limousine"
call 476-5466
Don’t drink and drivel,

I ncia
ESCONI)11X), Calif. (AP)
Hunter, d .17 -year-old registered nurse
from Bonita and a RepublIcan prochoice candidate, defeated a lkinocrat
and a wnte-in conservative candidate
The special election in the 7fith Assembly District was designed to till the
unexpired tem) of the late Bill Bradley.
Her Ikmocratic challenger, 46year-old Jeannine C’orreia from Poway,
is an instructor for the developmentally
handicapped and another pro-choice advocate. She believes she can win if the
Republican vote is split between Hunter
and wnte-in candidate I)ick Lyles. a

pro-hle advocate who lost to Hunter by
197 votes in the August primary
I.yles has mounted an aggressive
raising nearly
I I th-hour campaign
WOK) in the past seven weeks, about
S7,000 more than Hunter raised in the
same penod - and says hi% ChalICCS for
victory’ may depend on voter WITIOUl
and his supporters’ knowledge of proper
wnte An procedures
The district is divided between San
Diego and Riverside counties Lyles’
supporters in San Diego County only
have to write his naine on their ballots.
hut in RIVePtlik County they must also
.
punch the ballot in the appropnate

LIVE TO SURF
SURF TO LIVE
25/0 off all
Ladies Swimsuits...
Cltrus
TOO TOO HOT

ALL T Shirts $10.00

e

$20.00 Shorts...

10 REASONS TO TRY

pit

,

B.A.
MANGO
BITCHIN
DA KINE

1. THE NATION’S 1st
Designated Driver Program...
7days a week.

MOSSIMO

Surfboards by ...

Flee meal and Free non-alcoholic drink
to the non-drinking member of a group of 4
to assure your party a safe ride home.

STEVE COLETTA
HOT BUTTERED

2. TUESDAY IS LOCALS NIGHT
Happy hour all night long.

VINCE COLLIER

3. WEDNESDAY NIGHT
children eat free.

STEVE PRICE

BRITT HOBERG
JEFF DIVINE

4. NO PROBLEM PARKING
in Capitola’s new 200-car lot.

10/0 off all Items with school I.D

5. WARM, TROPICAL ATMOSPHERE
all year round.

STRAIGHT UP

6. COMPLIMENTARY TACO BAR
during Happy Flour Mon-Fri, 4-6pm

SANTA CRUZ

7. THE AREA’S BEST MARGARITA
decided in a Good Times Reader Poll
3 years in a row.

479-SURF
3912 PORTOLA DR.
SANTA CRUZ, CA, 95062

8. THE AREA’S HOTTEST
drink selection and
tt
creative Mexican menu.
9. COMPLIMENTARY TAN
and ocean view with every
lunch on our (leek.

DON’T MISS THE #1 DANCE CLUB IN SANTA CRUZ

MERE CELEBRATION HAS
BECOMI A TRADITION.

n-1:00am

DC0C-1
OINSCY
\41.7--NTA

221 EsplanadeCapitola Village476-2263

SPORTS - FOOD - DANCING
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Come hear some of the hottest sounds
on the west coast with Santa Cruz’s top
DJ, ’Hollywood’. Dance the night away
and enjoy the good times to be had at
Skinny McDoogle’s.
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3910 PORTOLA DRIVE
(108)

SANTA CRUZ, CA.
176-4442

95062
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’It’s not what comes out of the
ground that matters, but rather
what goes into your mouth.’

Bottled waters:
a lot more junk
than people think
alericJussuer
Daily staff writer

als and may be bottled either Inim a natural
spring or from tap.
According to the magazine "Beverage Industry." minerals are removed from "Cabstoga’ but added to "Schweppes," which is
made from a tap water formula.
Club soda, according to "Consumer Reports," is typically tap water that has heen filtered and carbonated with added minerals and
salts.
Whatever brand is chosen, it looks like it is
going to contain certain undesirable chemicals.
In a laboratory analysis conducted by
"Consumer Reports" last year, it was found
that, compared to tap water, bottled water may
contain certain chemicals you may not want to
drink.
The lederal standard for arsenic in tap and
hulk waters is currently set at 0.05 parts per million.

IT’S on sale at the Health liar in the Student
l ’mon Recreational and Event Center in 12 ounce bottles
It flows out of the Tower Milldam and is
at adable in coolers, drniking fountains. and
sinks across campus
On the market. its prices range froni 0.1
cent to $7 per gallon.
les water
Its health risks and purity tire the causes of a
tidal wave of debates at S.ISLI and in the Santa
Clara County
Officials ol the Santa Clara %%alley Water
District maintain that tap water in the county is
safe and as good as bottled water.
Bottled water company representatives
argue Mai bottled v.ater is a safer alternative to
tap v.atei and that some id their products have
therapeutical ettects
Environmentalists, on the other hand. are
dissatisfied with both the tap and the bottles and
sometimes don’t of ter an alternate solution.
"Tap or bottled waters. quality is not satisfying:. saitl Frank Schiavo. SJSU lecturer for
the Environmental Ikpartment
Without a definite answer, consumer. can
only anti themselves with the !acts and dive in.
illwre are several different kinds of bottled
water now at ailahle on the market:Spnng. hulk.
mincial and t Inf) soda
Almost all market waters ctintain some
level ol tap w mei
Spring water is water that rises tt) the
eanh’s surface and emerges under its own pressure Spring waters come from natural underground water supplies
Water labeled "natural.’ spnng water implies that the water has not heen processed in any
way below bottling
According to Consumer Repons magazine.
only about one quarter of the hulk water (water
labeled spring water) sold in the United States is
actual spring water
Bulk vii Ater Is nothing more than punfied
tap V6 alCi . the report said

CALISTOGA-BRAND water. in the laboratory testings. was found to contain 0.0K
ppm, while Vichy Celestins contains 0.16
ppm.
The same waters that were high in arsenic
also exceeded the standard hir fluonde, which is
cUrrently set at 4 ppm.
Calistoga had 10.1 ppm. Crystal Geyser
7.5 and Vichy C’elestins 5.7.
It May also he surpnsmg ii) find out that
certain brands of bottled water are pumped thim
municipal water supplies.
According to Dave Banon. director of production for Anowhead Drinking Water l’o.. the
company gets its water from three different
sources, one iir which is the municipal water
supplies in Southern California.
And according to Liz Lacey. Alhambra
Drinking Water spokeswoman. the compan)
gels its water Inini sources which include the
municipal water supply of San Francisco.
But Lace) argues that sources are ureic s ani
"It’s not what comes out of the gniund that
matters. but rather what goes into yoUr mouth,"
she said

Mineral water contains dissolved miner

’A lot of wells in the county
are polluted. Industrial
solvents and unwanted
chemicals are making
their way into our ground
water supplies.’
Ted Smith,
Silicon Valley Toxics Coalition

Smite consumers might be surprised to find that

Joe R Voltam and Joe Watson/Photo illustration Daly staff photographer s
t bottled waters contain good ’ol California tap. and add nothing nutritionally

"Our water goes through such a purifying subject to drinking water standards that were essystem that when it comes out. we are dowm to tablished by the California Depanment of Health
Services and by the EPA ILLS. Environmental
pure H20... she added.
Schiavo argues that there is no such thing ati Protection Agency).
"This authonty was granted by the United
pure water.
"Bottled water users are not getting any- States Congress with the passage of the Sate
Drinking Water Act in 1974... he said.
thing for their money:. Schiavo said.
Bottled water companies are under the
The alternative to buying bottled water is to
drink v.hat comes out of your tap. and according same standards. Yoo said

‘Tap or bottled waters’
quality is not satisfying.
Bottled water users are not
getting anything for their money.’
Frank Schiavo,
professor.
SJSU environmental studies

to Ted Smith from the Silicon Valky Toxics C’oAnion. the content (il tap water may depend on
where you are located in the counts
"A lot of wells in the counts .ire polluted.’
Smith said."Indusinal solvents and unwanted
chemicals are making their way into our ground
water supplies ’
Hut according to R Scott Von. xater quality manager for the San Jose Water Comixitly.
tap water in the Santa Clara county is sale.
Groundwater pumped from deep wells account for 60 percent of the supply. he said.
Surface water Imponed from the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta and purchased for the
Santa Clara Valley Water District is 32 percent
of the supply.. while the remaining percent is
local surface v.ater from watersheds in the Santa
Cruz mountains. he added
"Tap water in California." Yon said, "is

But from an env ironmentalist point ot
Schiavo argues that the standards of skater
punty are the soune ot the prohleni %%hen establishing qualits standards tor tap %tidier
"Standards Mr several chemicals lisind in
tap water are not set for a zero cancer rate...
Schiavo said
"On the contrary." he added. "the federal
standard for THMs are set Mr 200 cancers in one
million of users. I don’t think you would want to
he one of those 20I1
THMs itnhaloructhanes) are suspected cancer -causing agents which result from a combina-

lion of matenals naturally contained in the water,
with chlorine which is added to control bacteria
The only viable solution Schiavo sees to the
problem of what kind of water to drink is the
purchase and installation of a filtration unit in
each home.
"Over a certain amount of time," he said,
"you will alleviate the cost of the original purchase and your water will cost you 7 cents per
gallon. ’
The position of the Silicon Valley Toxicts?)
(’oalition. although its officials agree that federal
aria state standards are not set properly. is that
111o:dual systems are nota sOUgd solution either.
"The only- solution to the problems of
v.ater quality is citizen’s action, Smith said
"It might not help you today but it might
help your kids." he added.
bottled water companies argue that. no
r matter how good the tap water is, its products have nutntional values.
Multiple television advenisements are targeted towards health -conscious consumers who
want to get "the hest water around"or who look
to water as a vital part of their daily diet.
although water is a basic need of all life, its
mineral content is not really a vital part of a balanced diet. evens say.
According to the Amencan Medical Association in their latest yearly report. Amencans
can get all the minerals they. need Mini their
daily diet and shouldn’t view mineral water as a
necessary. supplement.
Nutotionist Theresa DelSecco agrees
hut maintains that some chemicals contained in
ater are imponant pans of a daily. diet.
"We don’t get enough fluoride... she said
"And water is a good way to get more ol
it."
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Have You Ever Heard A
120000 Watt 20 Speaker
Sound System ?

FREESCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR
STUDENTS WHO NEED

MONEY FOR COLLEGE

I"kises

Every Student is Eligible for Some Type at
Financiai Aid Regardless of Grades Or Parental Income.

CLUB & CAFE

We have a debt bank of over 200.000 ItstIngs ..1 richolarshipS fellowships. grants and ’,ins representing over SW t ti ton in private ieCta
funding
Many scholarships are given to students nosed on their academic interrTIS.
career plans famrly nertlage and Woe, of residence
There s money Avadable lor students who have been newspaper caroms.
Olc
grocery clerks cheerleaders nen-smokers

-The Ultimate NightclubOpen Wed -Sun Nights

Results GUARANTEED.

44(10 Stevens Creek Blvd., S.l.
(Next to Meridian Quad Theaters)
985-9511
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T&T Marine Aquarium

:FREE DELIVERY
I
.
1
.
I

.
I

I
1

$200A

&tceS

NOT GOOD WITH ’ 1 I"
ANY OTHER OFFER

80 S. Second St., San Jose 95113 (408) 279-1952 /279-1868

I
OFF ANY 1
16’ PIZZA i
1

.

OFF ANY 1
12’ PIZZA I
I

280-0707 I1
I0......._........-------..........i

I

EXP

For A Free Brochure

(800) 346-6401

I

,AtCOUPON

5

1XOLDFISH

Exp. 10-31-89

couPoN
TANK
SPECIALS

590

FREE!

TROPICAL
10 Gal
S6.99
FISH
10 Gal complete kit S29.99
S5
worth
of
tropical
fish
20 Gal
S19.99
55 Gal Plexi Glass.. $129.99 with purchase of any
aquarium listed in sd.
Exp. 10-31-89
Ex
10-31 89

Fancy Male Red Wag
Platy
Guppies

10-25-89

COUIY)N

590 11104

Fancy Male
Betta

Glass
Painted
Fish

$1.99

$2.49

05 rAliA" ’

SUNDAY

’89
$1.50 Well. Wine
Draft & Baxter’s Teas
Lip Sync

MONDAY
Sports Monday
$1.50 Well. Wine
Draft & Baxter’s Teas
TUESDAY
Sing Your Way To Vegas
$2 Well, Wine, Draft, & Teas
WEDNESDAY
Ladies Night Out
$1.75 Teas
The Fun Begins at 9pm!
Ask D.A. for S.J.S.U. V.I.P. Card
17
Ap_ii.............::.

Cupertino CA.
(408)725-0515
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Just as friendly as the Mac without a cord
7

New Macintosh portable
makes computing accessible
Nincent T. Oddo
Daily stan writer
It seems like technology is alv.ass
striving to make lite a little easier tor us
It’s not enough to leave the job at work
Now, the computer industry has made it
easy for us to hring it home, or anYwhere else, for that matter. Thanks to
Macintosh. have battenes, computer
will travel.
Apple Coniputer, Inc. has no problem showing off its new toy, the MacinIt ish Portable. And for any computer fanatic. or even those who don’t admit to
heing one, it could prove to be an ad
dieting experience.
The new computer was displayed.
and representatives from the intemation
ally -known company were on hand at
the Spartan Bookstore September 22 to
introduce the machine .
The Macintosh Portable includes
’’all the features of a full-blown Mac in
an easy -to-carry forrn," iacording to
Phil Koski, systems engineer al Apple.
The Macintosh Portable "does
inany of the things that any other Mac
would do, including tieing compatible
svith most of the material and %M.N.:ire
that can run on a regular Mac." Koski
said
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The computer features a built in
screen with an active matrix and a liquid
crystal display, qualities that help distm
guish the Mac Ponable from other portable computers, according to Koski.
"The active matrix provides for a
wide angle of view in a very’ fast mode.
so there is no time for the tunneling el
leo found in many other ponabi: computers," he added. "The screen gets its
light from different sumnindings, so if it
(the Mac Portable) is taken out in the
sun, the screen actually becomes easier
to see...

depending on %heater the user is left
handed or right handed The "tray ball" can he used as a paddle. to mose
ArlISS the screen when playing computer games, or as a "mouse:. to select
different commands at the top of the
screen
"We also inslude regular mouse
for anyone uho ssould feel more coin
tunable with operating a regular mouse.

The computer
operates on a lead
acid battery which
can operate for six
to 12 hours on a
single charge, and
also features a
meter on the
lower right-hand
corner of the
screen that lets
the user know
how much power
is left in the
battery.
and this can also he placed on the right
or the left side, depending on the preference of the user, ’ Koski said

The computer operates on a lead
acid battery- which can operate for six to
12 hours on a single charge. and also
features a meter tin the lower nght-hand
Also included with the computer is comer ot the screen that lets the user
"trac-ball" device which can he know hou much pOWC1 is len in the bated on either side of Me machine. tery.

Foreigner founder
has first solo album
Associated Press
!Mick Jones. a litunder of Foreigner
197b and wnter of the group’s many
Mts. has made his lira solo album. nfled \lick lone. "
He’d like to tour. he says. "to get
ins sell pumped up a bit to go into the
studio %Anti Foreigner again We haven’t
done that fOr a uhile
As a matter ot tact. Foreigner.
%hose last hug tour was in 1985. almost
disbanded. Jones says. "The end was
prepared but not announced "
Then. he says. they got together at
Atlantic Reconls’ 40th annisersary
cen last year. "We decided ue had
blast Vv’e did a short tour ot Australia
anti Japan. to test it out That pros ided
us u Mt the basis to son of rebuild tin
As tor tounng. Jones says. "it is
tempting to do it. II I did something, it
would probably he big clubs or small
theaters. which would he a change and
nice. I’d tour with a little collection of
hooligans, see uho’s laying about.
maybe some people on the alhum,
maybe people I haven’t played with before.’ ’
The native of England hadnI been
pushing tor a solo record. He says:
"Last tall. al the end of a meeting uith
Atlantic. I played a tape I was uorking
on for a rock musical venture in London. I wanted to see who they. thought
might sing it in England as publicity for
the show. They asked %hill NaS singtng

on this seision little old me flies al
most on the spot offered me a solo deal
"I thought,
I duell on this.
won’t do anything tor another year. I
merrily lorged ahead. gradually discos
enng what I wanted ts) do. I didn’t re
gard it as competitive to Foreigner I
wanted to explore some other things
drifting around inside my head
The rock musical didn’t happen. hut
that first song Jones wmte for it. "Ev erything That Comes Around.’ is on
"Mick .11Ine%
I’M kInd Of like a neu ants’ I
have to build my identity- up a hit It is
tun to do it It is like going through the
same process as beginning a band.
Though I have a certain amount of noto
nety. is not as a singer
He decided to cut his solo record
quickly. "It’s hos; I used to do things
Then I drifted into seven or eight years
uhen I Vkik, knoun for taking a long
time in the studio. A little discipline has
crept hack into my life...
A Foreigner album should he staned
this v, inter Ile and singer I ou Gramm.
ho has a solo album coming out %41011,
MCI recently am! didn’t slaughter each
other. Jones says "We can actually talk
again It used to he one of us sming in
our comer. expecting the other to knov.
exactly what uas going on. I think we
can he much franker with each other

It takes three hours to charge a battery for the Mac Portable. Koski said.
The Macintosh Portable
he used
to perform a vanety of functions. Inuit
playing video games to watching computer-generated pictures to reading tournal articles

I tested my skill al the gartie
"Shultlepui.k." %%Inch invokes try ing
to get the puck into the computer’s goal
before it gets the puck into my goal.
Vviiile I tried to rubble my way into
this no,. Apple. I found it hit back. I
lost the first three games lben Koski
informed Ilitf the machine is able to :drum each opponent ,, paddle to make it
larger ot smaller. which can give the
human play et the advantage
After this, 1 sictonously chomped
tny way ihniugh three more rounds of
Shultlepuck
Atter six games I sus hungry lor

Holy rebirth!
CHICAGO (API
Holy resurrection. Batman! Robin may live
after all!
The Boy Wonder of comics.
killed off last year after Batman
readers voted for his demise in a
telephone poll. is about to make a return. a comic brink dealer says.
Gary Colabuono. owner of Moon dog’s Inc.. a chain of comic hook
stores in Chicago’s northwest suburbs. says sources at IX’ Comics
Inc. have told hint a IleW five -pan
Bainian senes v, ill culminate next
month uith the introduction (il j ne%
Robin
IX’’s order tOnn sent to retailers.
tor issue No. 442. due out in early
November. offers some hints, Colahuono said. It says Batman and "a
my sterious youngster" u ill meet the
%Main Two Face in an issue that v, ill
mark "the introduction ot
maim

KSJ09Z3
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Research

Center

is conducting a series of experiments involving
ham human peneptual and cognitive skills
YOU CAN JOIN UN THE FUN
A ND
EARN EXTFtA MONEY
If you satisfy the following:
Mon,Fri
Able to participate in 1-2 hour sessions betwen 4,
Betwen the ages of IR and 40
Have normal vision (with or without correction)
For information and appointments,
please call Gail Snyder at 415-969-7235
or Ildi Dihen at 415-694-4165

The studio produced the blockbuster nuivie "liatitian.’’ %lush is expected to generate in excess ot
billion in revenues u hen all ancillary
marketing and merchandising nghts
COUniCd
And that’s without
Robin pniducts, since the Boy Wonder uasifi in the movie

MIDNIGHT
MOVIES
begin this Fri
Sat

****
THE STRONGEST
ANIMATION EVENT
IN MANY SEASONS
f3,,,,MMED

THROUGH

A

EXCELLENCE

SECOND

F
;2-4 114 -a;

CELEBRATION
11111111

AT CAMERA 3: 4"):(17.

%hoe one can skint through difterent
twe. ol unite!’ uorks. such as Journal
articles and excerpts trom books
1 he ness Portable has anothei tea
ture ss Inch I found impressise
hile
most somptiters tend to skim through
the material at .1 pace too rapid tor most
readers to see. the nev, [’unable mows
the text at a quick pace. yet not too last
tor the readers
(her:ill. I found my taste til the neN
Apple ’Macintosh Portable to he sery
sat ist s mg

from the dealer who’s been around since ’83
same location, same peopie and same service.

FREE MOUSE and 640K MEMORY UPGRADE

EGA COLOR SYSTEM
80286 AT Cornpa!ble
220 Wan Power Supply
4. F GA moretor eltievevel
20 Mb Hard Dalt Onve
2 Mb Floppy Oak Dnve
Clock 8 Calendar
512 KbRAM
101 Keyboard
Parallel 8 Sorel porta
DOS 3 3 & Basic

Colahtiono says sources at IX’ indicated that Robin oues his revival
to Mink’ cotporate decisions at Tune
Wilmer Inc.. v. hich owns IX’ Comics and Witmer Bros studio

"A SPLENDID MIX
OF THE WITTY,
THE WISE,
AND JHFHWAgy:

1.111

Another interesting feature ot the
Mac Portable is the "Word F’rogram,"

Peggy May. marketing manager
lor Neu York -based IX’. would neither s old inn nor deny retains ot Robin’s return. "We really don’t have
any comment at this time." she said
in a telepht
’mentos Wednesday .

22
PREMIERES

THE

’The sight was amaiing. unlike anything I had seen before. "I’he pioures on
"Slideshow" looked so real that it I
stood 411), farther hack, I’d suear they
uere photographs. I had to tt) this one
again Just to get a closer look at the piclUres.

Batman

with "Animation Celebration." All seats $4.00
Special 6 week series card on sale for $12.00!
Listen to KSJO for ticket giveaways & prizes.

e-4

something a little different 1 tried a nos
program called"Slideshoss.’’
hich
features realistic pictures ot diflerent ohtects, such as a frog. a baby and a
flouer. which have all been generated
by a computer

IEGA 286 SYSTEM

The Boy Wonder may retum again

ALL
NEW!

NASA

QUALITY

"One til the benefits of the lead acid
battery in our Mac Portable. a.s opposed
to those available for other computers.
is that the battery can be recharged fully
uhile it still has life in it," Koski said.
"With other ponables. the battery has
to have completely run out before it can
he charged,’’

nON .

National Aeronautics and Space Aihniniii.iiin

Ames

AiniNollendorts-- Daily staff photographer
A student at the Spartan Bookstore uses one of Apple’s popular Macintos h computers. The bookstore now has new !Macintosh
Portables, hich offer man) of the same functions as the normal Macs but with added accessabiliq.

TWO
WEEKS
ONLY!

Complete
System for only

s1245
L.,rmted

aUarl!

ty

A & K Computers 244-4811
- ’. St.

1PL

iv?
Thursday 10112

Modern Mix
w D.J. Bernard

2FORI NITE

Friday the

Cover Drinks
Domestic Beer
Before 11.00pm

13th

Introduction of Bay Area s Newest Drink

THE INfrilsio14 oi- THE

kit’ SLI/WERS
homb
diA

Saturday 10114
w/
BROADCAST
LIVE

r) STEVE MASTERS
Come down early and stay late
’till 4 00am

STARTS TOMORROW!

This Saturday Multi -Color Laser Show

Call Theatre For Showtimes

260 Caltfomlo Ave., Polo Atto 4151324-EDGE
Plenty of Free Parking

11
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Zsa Zsa courtroom drama:
Was it justice or just show?

Peck star with Jane "(nide in the Mexican revolution mos ie ’Old Gringo’

llllll s Smits and ( ;fugue-)

Old Gringo’ lacks passion
11.114lCIIC 1,CISSCCII IIIC .1C11011
ft. s, is ia 0.1 Illia
a.di writer
MIMI a Milli he an exciting story slos,
Pertormant es 1)% the three teatime
Look eight News toi .lane 1-onda’s
production
to complete the actors .hoult1 compensate for Me
Guns, 1,1,1
ambitious "old
protect
Rut maybe ii should haw taken
(ilegory Peck show s
elci.tii
his .1).11 .1( nin. talents onee again in his
wow tune
munialist Ambrose
(
a slot about the titillate role as . int al
the iiieke. whose death quest sends him it)
clash hel%%cen .1 \ les’, an LTiieral
resolution ot 19111 and tw.i Amen,. an,. the %%Jinni, .iiiiiiity
Xs Limon. \ inert, an
o.as
ell a, led, hut %%hal ,ouid hase
heen a good. last paced stor

seemed 1,,

drag on
Adapted troin Ike Carlos Fuentes
novel, "Gringo ’icio." the !nosh: 1,,
slows on the

telalionships helswen a

resolutionat

general.

a

hurtled

out

iournalist. and a New England spinster.
and how then Ines become intertwined
by Ow esents of the Mexican Rewiii
him
I /netted and co-written by I ins
Pilot/0 %%this’: screenplay -The ()Ilk ia I
Story’. re. else(’ an Oscar nominaltoni.
his latest work leases rot) much boring

lie seems to titidetslanti the Lain’s...mos.
fight tor land and clignit
1, ic

1.

land,

!leis

regains

he hecomes united

11%,* as

his %ill to

from the ails

lie sl,w,1

v,itli the lightei.
Jane Eonda. who trades her leotard
in for a corset tot this him. does a ,on
.pinstei
sincing lob as the Nee,
Harriet W’inslow
Fonda shows LIS 111e &Si:101)111011 of
her diameter. who slowly loses her
1, list it tonal% inhibition. as she (hum
et, passion and adsentine in the turbu
ICII1 SS 01111 01 resoliiiionai% 19110. \lex

Jimin% Smits of "L.A. Law" takes
his face to the hig screen and makes hi.
mark in his first major screen role as
(ieneral Tomas Arroyo. Smits gives fire
and conviction to his character. portray
ing him a.s charasmatic revolutionan
leader . hut also a complex man who
stniggles s%
past
Smits’ abilin to easily converse in
both highs’) and Spanish helps tremen
don.1% to plai.e him
character.con
s in, lin! the slew el that he 1. ’Iromas
row
, ). a rich landiw, net ’s hastard
son, snuggles between the tight tor the
right. id In. impose’ ’shed people and
his lasi. motion with the wealth anti
beauty id ihe hacienda and 01 the life
denied him
decision to use Spanish in
the ha, kground and in ilk’ scenes hetween X now and his troops lends anthem’, in to the
as does its location in .1 %alley. outside of Mexico (its

MTV comedy special not ’high art’
I s
I (is \
s nor I on:. I ta% s Journey into Night.
anything
’,median Colin QUI1111. Ille
.fl
I\
’Colin Quinn Back io Brook
isn’t after high an His ,oinedy
1%ii
spe,
ainne satinda% at I I p.m anti
p rii lust wants to hase
aii% %%end wa% it tan
k to Brooklyn" is composed
ot a series of
hi/arie
sken. hes. most id them mocking is,p
, ante Kole, I lie hall hour Shin% Opells
Ilh al pitt0(1). 01 the pretentious rock
thictimentary "Rattle and limn... about
the Irish hand
show was a lantasy thaw he
"
;disc there M
SO 111101 In:edoiii in
hat sse ,ould

Quinn said in an in

barn% sings pop songs that contestants
In -Colin’s %%heel ol
lune to
Torture.tures.

anothet

ol

ime. as a X1et
ger is stmt. into
points
-Back to
I ike -Remote (
Brook’s ii. resets in poking lun at enter Limos
Flu. skits ’mimic a spool ol a rap
tun
rock side() and a pet tomiance hs
!mem
binatum ’,lunge at
ike the mile ’" the priest sax. 01 his
St...1111CM,

-Got it at the Italian leN1.11.1

rant at the cornei ’sett to he table
cloth (Mai...
In another hriel sketch. Quinn re
tune, to his Brooklyn home. only to he

rio1 like the net1 Iles Ills’ lel %on tin what 011
,I" II 011 went to a network
,,)1111 1,, parody "If Ain,
and Hum.. they’d sa% . X111,11.
’NA, ell
Ancl then they ’d
’

laws%

\’

die gaily s fix-

undergo such It/rilk (Quinn’s wet finthe player’s earl to win

plaets must

is

works
""

ID MI ..11111

" \VI V is not like that
Quinn is one 01 the
,
xi
"Remote (

iitg%groii

in sy nibs anon
"Ronde.

WO

Control."

Quinn

%WI,

MEI

hosts oti

oil the %all game sli,m that is also a hit
On

ilalVA

11011’1 k110% MI1.11 lhall IS

Best prices in town
New releases weekly
Large selection
including Spanish
movies.

Position Available
DIreCtor of Communications
Prefer, but not Int itori to, those
with background in
rommunication studies, radio/lV
film, tournalism, mass
nommunications, or public
relations. Applications in A.S.
Government Office, Student
limo,. or call 924-6240

tqwtaged hy an unusual wake tor hi,
Untie Dennott. 1.11.1 6) rest with his
glasses (in
And
a parody titled "I Dream ot
(ima." Quirm delisers a tants accurate
N1111.1,
hut V CITil DIM:1110D 01 ROhell
al 111.01 k 011111Cell 111S Va Ile IS casting
magi( spells on all the rnen she meets
ersthing is getting so serious
There are not enough people out Mere
ming to break down things." Quinn
said

MAC & PC
RENTALS
If The Computer Lab
is Full or Closed,
For Dissertations,
Papers, Homework,
Resumes, etc ...
FROM HOURLY TO
SEMESTER RATES

Story.

And the demands Mr satellite feeds
and live coverage spots Mr other sta11011, CRCS.. here signalled an across -the -

"We had tons of satellite requests.

Godfathers to rock campus
Ity X’incent
oath)
Daily staff writer
file Godlaihers.
quintet Irom
England, vvill rock the Student
Ampitheatre on Thursday, Oct. 20 at
noon, as part of the AT&T Concen
Four ’89
The group. Itinned in 1985, consists ot Peter Coyne on sot. als. Kns
Dollimort.. and Mike Gibson on guitars. Chris Coyne on hass. and George
Maim on drums and pen:a...ann. WI Moore.

Gibson.

Co)ite

Godfathers

Mal/Uf

vocals.
The Godfathers. first release was a
three -track EP titkd "Capo I)i Tutti
Capi.. released
in late 1985.
’throughout the joiloWing year, the
group doeloped a following in their
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13ENEFITS:

SJSU Drama Library
and Scholarships

Computers To Go
CALL 408/746-2945
539 S

Murphy

Sunnyvale
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PLAYS; MAGAZINES;

NIA NUSCRIPTS

San

Clara

Industries

Umbarger
Joss

CA.

Road
951n

(408)28i-4666
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lab report is due %haulm:
English lit. paper is dUe Tuil%Ifily.
s piper is dm. on Ilednesday.
rum:.
Iflii thy hip. game%
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%
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Now, super savings oil l’S/Ts.

lie math for this semester % it It the IBM l’ersottal Srstent/2.’
I :Iiimise Imin live complete packages of lianlwan. and soft ware
all at special lin student

prices.

hat:

IIII in.. %lien %on put--

,....,

’
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chase a PS/2.’ %oil ran get the emit Mg ne%4 Nil II/161 ’
service at less titan hall the retail price? Strike Altile the
prices are hot. Pick the PS/2 that s right for VIIII.

Model 25
8525 001
Memory

47.!!!’,dre..
. . .. ,
’
-- -

-4
;;
/,,,,,.
’.4.Peerm.,,,,
V

3.5’ diskette drive
Fixed disk drive
Micro Charmer
architeciure
Display
Mouse
Software

Price

Model 30 286
8536 f 21

PASSPORT
To

Living

Abroad

Model 70 366
8570 E61

640Kb

1Mb

1Mb

2Mb

4Mb

80286410 MHz)

80286 (10 MHz)

80386SX’ (16 MHz)

80386’ (16 MHz)

720Kb

144Mb

i 44Mb

144Mb

144Mb

20Mb

20Mb

30Mh

60Mb

60Mb

Yes

Yes

Yes

8513 Color
Yes
DOS 4 0
Microsoft
Windows/386
Word 50’
Excel*

8513 C0101
Yes

Monochrome
Yes
DOS40
Microsoft.
Windows/286
hDC Windows
Express’

51,499

8513 Color
Yes
DOS 4 0
Microsoft

8513 Color
Yes
DOS 4 0
Microsoft

Windows/286
Word 5 0*

Windows/286
Word 50’

h0C Windows
E xpress

Excel’
fOC Windows
E xpress

hDC Windows

Express

DOS 4 0
Microsoft

Windows/386
Word 5 0’
Excei
hDC Windows

Express

hDC Windows
ManagerhDC Windows
Color’

hDC Windows
Manager
h0C Windows

Color

Color

Color

$2,299

$2,799

$3,499

$4,699

INTERNATIONAL

International Certificate
in Teaching English as a
Foreign Language
4 week intensive
program
.3 -month pan -time
evening program
Practicum in teaching
English as a Foreign
Language
St. Giles College
2280 Powell St., SF 94133
(415)788 3552

Model 55 SX
8555 061

Model 50 Z
ii550 031

8086 (8 MHz)

CARS/TRUCICS/VANS

50

r. ;It, \ "t....-- \cc
’ F. Jib!
\N....1.i-,
.

s

kl.a..

Processor

259 E. William St.
San Jose, Ca 95112
(408) 294-2048

Santa

i

b. ’
4.11’ ...

’’!E RENT FOR LESS

Flugh Gillis Hall
Theatre Lobby
9:00 am - 4:00 pm

d

1

, s..

10% student discount

open 7 days a week
1 lam-9pm Sun ’Thurs
Ilam 10pm Fri Sat

Cloan, late model vehicles
Daily rates from $23.95
Visa/MC/AE accepted
bul not required
Unlimited mileage plan
Free mileage plan
Age requirement 21
8 mmutes from campus
10% discount for S J S U.
Students. Faculty, 6 Staff
on weekly & monthly rentals

wheduled to appear al SPA’ on Oct. 20.

native England. thanks to a string of of cluh dates on the Fast Coast anti the
successful singles on the intk.pentlent release of an independently -distributed
Corporate Image label.
compilation album titled "Hit by
Hit." The album included a ersion of
Late 1986 saw the gmup seeking "Cold Turkey." onginally reconied
success in the CS., through a series hy ex -Beatle John Lennon

allSO 0,111111/L11e

Assoriatod Studants oi San
’,Ate Unseisay d an

HOOK SALE
co Friday c
Oct. 13

sersicing six
added Capra. relemng
other NB(’ owned -and -operated stations
with live satellite feeds from the scene.
A reporter was on duty all day Fnday,
feeding the stations along with NBCs
Skycom system. which services affiliates.
"It is different than rounialism in
imponant in Los
other places, hut it
Angeles,’ said KABC-TV news director Huger Bell. "All 1 can say is I don’t
make ludgments on how to cover stones
in oilier cities. and 1 have to cover Los
Angeles the hest way I know how."
lake Capra, Bell said KABC had requests for coverage elsewhere along the
network. "WAB(7 (New York) had a
great interest." he said
Ikputy I fisinct Attorney Elden
Ens, who prosecuted the misdemeanor
CaSe, fumed after the verdicts at the
daily media invasion of the Beverly
Hills Municipal Courthouse.
FOX said. "It’s
"It did bother
sort of like an unsavory symbiotic
relationship between the media and the
defendant in this case. It’s sort of like
they feed on each other, and it bothered
me

nation rhapsody tor liunganan-accented
eingers Irom the bombastic personality
and sometime ittiress
KCBS Vice President and General
Manager Robert Hyland complained in
an editorial that Miss Gabor "got more
press and TV than the combined sinking
and rediscovery ol the .fitanic.’’
"She gets publicity’ money can’t
buy, media does the work lor free. and
taxpayers kirk up 10 $25.01/0 (final cost
was estimated al 1,311,0001 court costs
a case thal could have been settled
hy a judge," Hyland said in his editonal. "Conclusion: That lady knows
how to make ihe donkey follow the carrot.
Of the three network owned and opii
111 I AM Angeles, KABC
:rated Sla..1111%
anti KNBC interrupted local programming for the Sept. 29 verdict. KCBS
had already decided enough was
mough Cable News Network also carried the serdicts
"1 saw it as theater." said Tom
Capra. the 11C11 director for KNB(’.
"She is so outrageous and so self promoting . esery day. it was Just

Where
LOS ANGELES iAl’i
were you when jurors convicted /sit Zsa
Gabor of slapping a Beverly Hills cop?
11 was a Irridav afternoon on the
West Coast when the stor) broke Tele
vision statute’s intemipted prt Trani
ming. People on breaks in Illikiiroonis
slopped and stared al the drama, hnsidcast live hi offices. workers huddled
arilund radios
Nearly 100 reporters. with camera
and sound crews 101 television and
radio. converged on the scene.
weight of Miss Gahor’s misdemeanor trial could have been carried on
the hack of a butterfly. hut it was covered by both print and electronic media
with the same tenacity its the verdicts
across lown ol Richard Ramirer, Mund
guilts (il- 13 "Night Stalker" murders
recently. with the death penalty recommended.
Not every. tele% num executive in
town was comfortable with that. hut
others acknowledged that in lais Angeles. celebrity’ news is a legitimate

ISM Printers Proprinter’ Ill w/Cable (4201/003)
Proponler X24E w/Cable (4207/002)
Proponter XL24E w/Cable (4206/002)

hDC Windows
Manager
hDC Windows

-

hDC Windows
Manager
hDC Windows

UM

UN
WO

Please call IBM at (408)452-4190 for ordering and/or
product information or to schedule a personal demonstration.
Financing options are available.

....----.--._=‘
.7. = __..
==. = T =

’Mc rosoft %Nord and Excel are the Academic Editions This offer .s ’ended to gualded students faculty and staff who order an SM PS/2 Model
8525 001.8530 E 21. 8550 031 8555 061 or 85TO E61 on of before Oclobsr 31.1989 Prices quoted do not onclude sales lax. handling and/Or
processing charges Check with your mstdutton nsgardwg these charges Orders are sobiect to mailability IBM may withdrew the promotion al any
time without written notice
mu Nilo.’ Syelern/2 end PS/2 Werogialedd tradernarlis and Prompter anti Micro Channel ad leadeinarlis ot Intornalounalliusoness Machines Corporation Waned’ iS a
niptslordi tiadoimarli oll Miciolaill Comae... PRODIG, is reogskired trademark of Prodigy Sof v u ns C,ornpany a partnavihip ollAM end Seats riDC Windows FapieSs
af) ifificx a...IASI/IP air InatainaiksollnialCorpoielma MEM Corp tilep
,01 WPM., Mane?, and taDC ftimel.... Col... 1..I.m.. of KC Compeer Came..
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China After The Protests

Seven Second Delay

Soldiers gone, fears remain
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Uneasy calm
in Beijing
BEIJING (AP) -- On the surface,
lite is back to nomal in Beijing.
The tanks are gone. The birdies of
the dead have been cremated. The buses
are running again. l’he markets are bus.
t111114. Everyone goes to work.
One of the few visual reminders of a
seven -week.
popular,
student -led
movement for democracy and the violence that ended it June 34 in Tiananinen Square are the soldiers at main intersections and on hndges thniughout
ihe capital.
The government is celebrating the
40th anniversary of the founding of the
People’s Republic of China on Oct. 1.
1949.
But people are frightened.
"There’s no law anymore, no legal
protection," a college student said.
"They can just come and lake you
Many say they fear the soldiers,
who the government says are here to
protect the people. Others fear the telephone hotlines and the boxes in every
work unit to report people.
One man said anyone could put a
neighbor’s name in the box and accuse

1\

’t

wenn’.

can say whatever you want herr It’s
safe.
But dnven by a thunderstorm to the
foreigner’s hotel room, he wa.s restrained.
Later, outside, he said: ’"rhere were
many things I was afraid to say in your
hotel room. Who knows? Maybe those
smoke detectors are actually hugs.
Beijing University. the site of animated. open discussions about politics
and the government in the spnng, is virtually empty of students now. Ilse start
of the fall tenn WiLS delayed until after
National Day, to prevent disturbances
dunng the 4(kh anniversary of the Communist takeover.
But earlier in the summer, the graduating class was still on campus undergoing several weeks of political study.
In contrast to their earlier eagerness,
many students politely backed away
from talking to strangers about ritilitical
issues.
"The few who talked did so only in a
remote comer of the campus, away
from others.
Many Chinese have learned it is
best not to talk about the events of May
and June.
"What’s the use?" said a student.
"People’s hearts and mouths no
longer iffe connected," said the old
man.

BEIJING (AP) - China’s Communist government is holding a big bash
this year for the 2540th birthday of Confucius, the philosopher once reviled for
his reactionary ideas.
The old mgr. while still taken to
task as a father of Chinese feudalism,
has now entered the party pantheon a.s a
thinker who embodied such socialist
virtues as harmony. stability and obedience.
New Communist Party General Secretary Jiang Zemin, in a meeting with
Confucian scholars Sunday, described
Confucius (551-479 B.C.) a.s a "g,reat
ancient thinker of China .
Some 300 scholars from 20 nations
are holding a symposium on Confucian
thought in Fleijing and Confucius’ binh-

BEIJING (AP) - Maxim’s,
Beijing’s best-known symIxil of
Western bourgeoisie, will reopen
at the end of the month, five
months after it closed following
the military crackdown on the
pro-democracy movement.
French manager Song Huaigui
said Saturday the restaurant, a
popular spot for well-heeled foreigners since it opened in central
Beijing in 1983, will resume its
dinner service but for the time
heing will remain closed at lunch.
The restaurant is a joint venture by (he French and Chinese.
She said the restaurant has lost
more than Sfi(X),(X XI since it was
slosed
"Ilse area around Maxim’s,
about a mile southeast of Tiananrnen Square, WM% racked by violence June 34 when the military
shot its way into the city’ and recaptured the square from students
demonstrating for demtcracy.

place of Qufti, 30t) miles to the south. It
is being co-sponsored by the U.N. Fciucation, Science and Culture Organizanon.
An exhibition on Confucius’ life
and work also opened at the Capital
Museum, a fOrmer Confucian temple.
Sacrificial rites were observed. the first
time Beijing ha.s staged a large-scale
ceremony in memory of Confucius
since the Communist takeover in 1949.

College students learn army lessons
BEIJING (AP) - Beijing University freshmen will he taught how to
shoot and ihniw hand grenades during
special year-long military training pmgram that begins Thursday. an official
newspaper said.
Camp and field training. marching
in forniation. and basic
knowl-

ANNOUNCEMENTS
AVON.," Buy or sell Call me today
Meal Avon Rep) & I will send 0
book lo your hom or business,
Surf. apecials for everyone
Share the book with fenny. co.
workers & friends & nee. up to
50% off on your ogrn order, Thank
you Alm. good part-thm Income
for the holidays Cell JANE el 25 1.
5942

NEW MATTRESS SETS. S59 up to king
koll, 11 lines. all sirm 5-2S yr
warranty Frames, headboards
Mc Everything new For info cell
441-0526
SNOW SKIING GEAR Limed Selling
everything, klis. books patina.
gloves. tweeters. poles Cell (4041
778-5199 eves

HELP WANTED

Film Poulin. al

ORGANIZER with under
standing & or esperien. of Me in
community lo want In orgenixing
community bawd on pee sup-

MEDICAL INSURANCE, You
can have choice of quality plans

port & seithelp Mom members
have been affected by psychiatric

with low re,. for tudents For a
no obligatkin quote. call Mark Fil.

sondem, unstable housing A supgres
In educe
leper
port
roots. union orgenixing desirable
yr
FOE Starling mi S19,950

ter Study

Dr

1415)723-5664
NEED

Ice I404) f143-9190 SJSU Alumni
since 1965
STUDENT

DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now. Save your teeth. eyes
end rnomy too Cleanings end office viell al no cherge For brochure me A S OMR@ (Student
Month Center) or cell (4011) 371.
6111 in San Joss

WOULD YOU LIKE to offer DISCOVER
CREDIT CARDS, Are you evell
able for only few hrs wk, 8 so
call I -800-032-0628, rest 24 We II
pay you a much es SIO hr Only
10 positions ere evallable

AUTOMOTIVE
send vehicles from S100
Ford..
Mercedes.
Comet.
Chevy* Surplus Buyer. Guide 1

602438-111415 eat A4260

COMPUTERS
WE BUY IC’ MEMORY I COMPUTERS. New or used. tee don’t carer.
Cali OCTAVE SYSTEMS SAM4 30PM 14041 846-4427 -CASH 2 U
DIRECT,

FOR SALE
ELEC TYPEWRITER lee new Smith C 2 etre ribbon. duel pock script
prInt when cot tape Cesh S175
cell 265-115 3
GOUT HOMES irrn S1 (U repair) Delin
quer* las property
Repose*.
glom

1-602438411185, Est

13114250
LIGHT

TABLE & DRAFTING table.
greet condition, Cali Sally at (41S)
984-2712

MATTRESS

SETSII

BEDS!,

ACTIVIST

CM Me Hester. 290-0911
aDMINISTRATION A graving Inn..
the non-pron con in S C City
w SI 4M oper budget seeks creative.

expertenced

individuel

on

ol Admin Relawn Tem
quires OS In Bus ,Siet,35K, EOE
Send resume to Community LI,
’no Experlonces.inc .304 W Heti
ding St .S J 95110,Affn C Heeler
LADIES to model for
phologrephe ’memo Mist inn,

ATTRACTIVE

change for nullity enlargements
of your choice Call Franco et 2415303 evenings weekend.

GOVT

NEM

Twin eel 679, full eel SM. queen
Mt 4139, king set 11179 Ym gel
both Omen eunkbeds S179, 5
I. bedroom set 11199 Desk 874.
dressers S79, climbs Sat bed.
henna delivery i! (41S1 743-0900

Aaron Malchow
THE
1111? OH, If
HaYiii55 (I nem)
JUST IGNORE T
BEST NOT TO
INLOVRAGE TNEM

IONE MTN rintr( Ni
%Ka. I WOWS IF
I’LL SEE - IT’S MIMI
Alt Lev ELL JUST
CASUALLY WALK Pee

BE YOUR OWN BOSS Help circulate
petitiom. ft pl, pay 34 week No
door to door. no mem 150-11100
per day Call 236-2650 today.
CHILDCARE POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Full and part time perrnanmt
poskionsaysitable Northern
torn. Nannies, 175 San Antonio
Rd , Sidle 112. Los Mors, CA .4 t5)
040-2933
@tett
CARE
COUNSELOR DIRECT
needed et local relined** ’online for young adults & Mobs
cents with mtism & related disabilities FT & PT positions mei
Starling $146 25 Iv Call (40S)
446-3953
DELI SANDWICH MAKEFI, SS hr Mon Fri 10 30AM . 1 30 PM, 11 304 30,
152 North 3rd St , SAN JOSE
week PT Our
11400
EARN SOO
thm
RN
earn
@element/Ws
money in pert time hour* win the
Bey Area’s greaten newspaper
prahotion See whet computerized dieing Men do Guaranteed
Wary. plus bonus CaN C.J now
al (40Iff ./7-0447
FOODIIERVERS

WANTED!

Velvet

Crewmen. MNplias 15 minute.
from IIJSU Fiesible hours &
Con (401)045-91198.

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC
Unwanted hair removed former
Smetallel Confidential Your .ry
247.7446, 1355 Bay

own probe

wood Ave . San Jose
BETTENCOURT
HAPPY 19th. young pup. CINDY
IM meet -dude)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY tot. most Medi.
ful end most charming (*mon
PHAN

LOVE

I

you.

BINH. NGO

credit collectkin.

contacl.
Reined work mr

detail report.
per college

Mona.

FOR RENT. large 2 bdrrn 2 beth.
modeled. clean and quiet Seu.

prefforred

rity building. off @tree’ parking,

Competitive snaky mai benefits
Call 1404) 773-9625 for Interview

imndry lectilhes. S725-1825 mo

EOE

Call 21111-9157 John or Mena
Please nave complete message

LOCKER R0041 SUPERVISOR auper
boys

high

school

locker

School District 34200 Alves."
Nine Rd . Union City. Ca phone
(415)471.1100
MARKETING ASSISTANTS WANTED,.
We M. entry le.1 positions,
offer %sib* hours and Mys
ISam pay la S5 per hour ph.
monthly bonus To arrange m In.
terrier nesse cell Da. et (404)
86441M3

HOUSE TO SHARE. 5 min horn SJSU
Full privileges. $.325 filo

1 3 tin

246-7540
61125. 2 bdrrn, 2 bth remodeled. me
cone, refurbished 1011, &
Call 297.7554

or adventure as easily as picking
up your phone Dial 976-2002 to
hear slit mcnng messages horn
quality people. or you can record
your own Inseams* And with our

toil

Ym Mil AL WAYS

be my only true LOVE",.....""
Yours always. BINH NGO
LOOKING FOR EXCITEMENT’’, Jun
caH (415)976-4626 it the hottest
way to men all kinds of peon*
With our VOICE MAIL BOXES you
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edge also .ur on the cumculum.
Xinhua News Agency reported 143
other colleges and universities would
conduct special eight -week military and
political training courses. variously
sending all or some of the students to
military camps or inviting officers to
campus.
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The Confucian tenets of loyalty, stability, sacrificing oneself for the social
good and obedience to one’s ma.sters
have won favor from the current Communist government. which is now seek ing to reassert control after crushing the
pm-democracy movement this spnrig.
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him of throwing stones at soldiers, and
the police would COVIIC to arrest hint
He. like many other people, tells of
friends who were hauled away, beaten
and interrogated.
Beijing residents also worry about
the miles of footage taken by the police
and on cameras mounted on main
streets dunng the weeks of demonstrations. Police now are studying the filni,
and many people wonder if their faces
will he found.
One old man, who said he wa.s persecuted during the 1966-76 ultra-leftist
Cultural Revolution, was asked by a
foreigner how the police could find one
person in Beijing’s population of about
10 million.
He waved his hand impatiently and
looked away - to show what a silly
question he thought it was.
He did not rairticipate in any protests, never went to Tiananmen Square.
and even told young friends and colleagues not to go.
Yet. he is fearful.
In a room he arid his fnends once
considered safe to speak freely, he now
speaks in low, hushed tones. "We have
to be very careful now."
A young intellectual who hark a foreign friend to his home barely spoke
until they reached his room. There, with
a sigh of relief, he said: "It’s OK. You
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From page 1

1)unng tile meeting Santandtra was
aim) vocal about his leelings
"Erom J financial standpoint. alcolxil signage
ilecess.iry ." he said "If
ytiu ofiritise it. then you relinquish the
added revenue it vstaild bring "
Santandrea added that the arena
votuld not turn .1%.1\ highly lucrative

SCROD !mothers already voted to
alloy% the sale of alcoholic beverages in
Re% CCMel Mena.
SJSU President ( iail!tenon approved the policy.
aci.ording W11.11701
BM ale ulle
ill be determined on an event bye% ent hams, Bar
ten said Wednesday. SUW)I) works
ith /11..,111111 II/ determine when al
cohol %sill he sold
’1 am not convinced
Murillo contended that the alcohol
that no one else is
companies
111011! 101
the advertising spaces than are other willing to buy that
panics that expressed interest in advt..’
space at the same
using on the scoreboards
Eactilty
representative
Charles
price.’
Whitcomb and I
Batt, dean ot Stu
dent tier% xes. expressed immediate op
position to the proposal
Batt urged the hoard to seek alternaDean Batt,
tives. %hilt: Whitcomb suggested that
Dean of Student Services
Barrett investigate the policies of other
universities.
"1 am not convinced that III/ one
else is willing ii) buy that spaia: at the concerts that are promoted h% alcohol
same price," Batt said after the meet- companies
ing "I am not ahsolutely . rigidly op"The financial reality is that the la
posed to it. hut I think that tae
cilia!, has a large debt to pay," SantanpOrstle
.111C111.111\t!
drea said.
Ile would he v. Ming to
Both Samandrea and Murillo
assist III soliciting other advertisers.
stressed that the Intention ill the di,
A S President Scott Santandrea. cussion v)as not to put pressure on the
ho is also a ineinher of SUBOD. sees hoard tor an ininiediate decision
the issue as a Imam ial 01k.
"No one v% ants to put the hoard in a
1111110sopilICal llet:Ision was al- position to make a hasty decision." Muready made with the decision to sell al- rillo said "But there are a lot of hills to
cohol in the arena.’ Santandrea said in he paid. and the students are paying for
an illierVICY.
that "

From page 1
,,iie ot the money raised titan the
event v, ill go to ’Theta Chi. acconling to
limy%
Already slated to participate are the
SJSU
haskClhall
Spana
Gold Dancer, and
t
Police
Dep.ininent 1.41cal tele% ision station
NT’ . Channel I I. and I, x al radio stanon kW SS, 94 5 EM, v, .11M1 d011ate
1111:11
III the event
"11’e are trying it) get other orgam/anon. mound the community to participate. hut thus tar, restxtrise has been
.1( nv . !trots’) said.
This is lirovm’s first minor protect
%MCC being elected to the position ot
philatithior% hainnan this seinestei
’I )
here from Penns% I% ania

two years ago, and I have had some previous eXperlefiCe
COMMUIllly
through volunteering at soup kitchens
and shelters for the homeless around
that area," Brown said. "Those protects were meaningful to me, so 1 decided to take a community service -related project at Theta
to see what I
could do."
Brown believes it is the responsibility of fraternities such as Theta Chi to
take pnde in their community.
"’The basic image of fraternities and
sororities has been one ot hav mg fun.
which is definitely true." he said. "But
v,,e also have a duty to the community to
take pride and help out in whatever way
Ae can. and the annual Baskethall-AThon is Theta Clii’s vtay of handling
this responsihilit% ’

Reed

From page 1

Reed provides an audience. he said
Literary maga/ines keep serious
writing going in the United States.
Sweet said, but students do not seem in
terested in being published.
"The inodern student would rather
he paid than read," he said.
’three $50 prizes will he offered for
the hest story, poetry arid art work submitted as a way to stimulate interest
trom students and to obtain MIMC submissions, Sweet said
"We want to get a.s many subnus%ions its possible," said Kevin (*diner,
editor of the maga/me and a student at
SJStl.

SUBOD

Getting plenty of submissions by the
Nov 15 deadline is usually a problem
tor the maga/Ines editing staff, which
reviews each nianuscript
SCICCIS the
hest H1,111:111 OI
SWIXI said.
"A lot of people wait until the end
(if deadline to submit:. Gliner said.
According to Reed staff member
and English student Tove Beatty: "We
need people to submit things now...
’Die prize money will hopefully
hring manuscripts in earlier to prevent
an avalanche of submissions late. Gluier
said.
The student staff reviews all manuscripts and selects the hest tor publication.
"Emphasis is on well-wntten multilevel literature... SKIM said.

From pagei WW

’Thomas’ decision before the SUBOD
meeting.
"Rick told me that the only way
that he would come hack was if there
was no one else," Santandrea said after
the meeting. "It was a real hamstring
’Or him not to he able to speak. He
loves to speak his mind. You always
know when: lie stands...
Lane said he can deal with his restricted voice on the board
"It’s difficult as chaimian. hut only
those opinionated. strong people want
to he 4:hair.- he said.
Lane now faces the task of taking
over where Thomas left off.
"I am excited. I have been following what SUBOD ha.s done," Lane said
in an interview. "I am stepping into a
challenge.
"It’s a hard job that SUBOD has I
have a lot of respect for all the things
that SUBOD has done. ’
Lane knows that he may have ttr
deal with some controversy as a new
member tit the hoard antl as its chairman
"Frankly , it is silly to be a Mondaymoming quarterback on all the things
that SUBOD has done, because I don’t
know all the details." Lane said
"Sometimes things get controversial.
and simietimes they. don’t...
Lane real ires that the challenges and
problems for SUBOD surrounding the
Student Union Recreation and Events
Center still exist.
"I don’t think its over. The cost
overrruns will still be with us," Lane
said

Most of the money is used in publishing
"Costs is lor hioks and marketing:.
Gliner said.
This year the magatine will have a
colored cover instead of the usual black
and white, he said.
Reed Maga/ine has been ari official
class for about seven to eight years,
Sweet said.
The class is good for students to
learn how to publish, advertiw and
make aesthetic iudgments. Sweet said.
Students also tom lor other reasons.
"I liked the idea of a local student
publication,.. Beatty said.
Manuscripts can he submitted to
Faculty Office 104. More intimation
may he obtained by calling 924-4457.

Eurkling tor the magaine is supplied by the Instructionally Related Activities IIRA) tees paid by all SJSU students each year and by sales than the
previous year’s issue, he said
But funding has not always been
easy.
"We have had a terrible time in get
ling lunding in the past," Sweet said
’One year we had to put it out for
$75 "
The past difficulties were the result
tit a lack of interest in student yv ritings.
Sweet said But because of the IRA
fees. funding is getting to he almost au
tomatic
The Illaga/Ille Wit’. funded fix $2,751 this year. according to the office of
Falucational Planning and Resources

II sub discovered in Alaska

ANCHORAGE, Alaska (AP) - An
ohscurr chapter of World War II history
is emerging from beneath the frigid.
gem -clear waters off the Aleutian Islands, where divers made a high-tech
survey of Japanese wrecks.
A Japanese submanne, six other
vessels and what may he the hulk of an
American 11-17 Kindler were painstakingly charted by divers who braved 35 degree waters off Kiska and Attu islands
last month.
The relics were inea.sured and
filmed so the National Park Service can
preserve the story (if the bltxxly battle to
drive the Japanese from the only American soil held by foreign soldiers since
the War of 1812.
From Sept. 5 to Sept. 22. a teani of
ahout 30 Navy and National Park Service divers working in 20-minute shifts
off the USS Safeguard explored the
sandy bottom of Kiska Harbor.
They tbund the 243-fixx submarine
resting in 80 feet of water, said park
service archaeologist Susan Morton
"It looked like it sustained direct

land in bad weather on July 28
Unaware. allied forces bombarded
Kiska and CAIDC ashore Aug. 15. Despite the lack of an enemy garrison, the
invasion force sustained more than 300
casualties -- with most falling to booby
traps or shootouts between nervous
troops.
The park service already protects
the islands’ surface as a historical preserve. Now. the wrecks beneath the island’s waters will be nominated for protection tinder lederal historic landmark
laws. Morton said.
The team brought plans fir ships it
expected to encounter. and as the drawings were brought to the surface, they
were entered into a computer. Morton
said. "We had up-to-the-minute computer-generated measured drawings...
While the divers worked. other
members of the team started an inventory of the rich Japanese and American
military historical sites on the island it
self. SIAM structures had collapsed,
others were obscured by more than 40
%ears of vegetation

’’ The
Mloon said.
bomb damage
conning tower was blown off and wa.s
sitting in the water nearby. Other than
the conning tower damage, a was in
good shape."
The desolate. windswept islands.
which lie in the nearly uninhabited
chain that stretches east from Alaska.
presented imperial Japan with a potential base lor bombing runs on the airplane plants of Seattle. I2 -hour flight
to the southeast.
Japanese soldiers took Attu and
Kiska in June 1942, building roads and
even a fire -fighting water system that
remain intact.
U.S. forces stomied Attu on May
1 1, 1943. retaking the island in a 19day hltxxlbath which left 549 dead. It
took three months to root out the last of
the Japanese on the treeless island. Only
28 of the 2,650 Japanese defenders
were captured; the rest were killed or
committed suicide.
On Kiska, 200 miles to the smith east. Japanese forces carrying only personal geiu- and rifles slipped off the is
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NOTHING TO BUY’
NO COST TO ENTER+
NO ANNUAL FEE’
NO MEMBERSHIP FEE’
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I/EY, DEB ... APPLY FOR
SEARSCHARGE. IT’S ONE OF THE
MOST USET IL CARDS STUDENTS CAN HAVE
PLUS, IT’S EASIER TO GET APPROVAL NOW
HMMMM ... YOU’RE RIGHT, KEN!
THAN Li-tTER. REMEMBER -THERE’S
I CAN START MY CREDIT FUTURE NOW,
NO COST TO GET OR HAVE
WITH SEARSCHARGE. AND SINCE SEARS
SEARSCHARGE.
HAS THOUSANDS OF NAME BRANDS AND THEIR
OWN FAMOUS BRANDS LIKE KENMORE’ AND
CRAFTSMAN", ALL AT EVERY DAY LOW PRICES
I’LL BE SHOPPING THERE MORE!
SEARS EXTRA CREDIT SWEEPSTAKES
OFFICIAL RULES

CLUB MED 7-DAY GETAWAY FOR 2 ...
ALL EXPENSES PAID! PLUS ... $500 EXTRA SPENDING MONEY.
Pick any Club Med in North America. Choose your partner.
Sears picks up the airfare and tab for two.
And two Sears checks, each for $2,500, for the winners
to present to their school’s scholarship fund!

’THIS SECOND PRIZE WOULD
MAKE TERM PAPERS A BREEZE
10 SECOND PRIZES FROM SEARS

AMSTRAD PC 6400
COMPUTER
Complete system, including
monitor. keyboard, mouse,
Okidata 180 Dot Matrix
Printer.
And a Sears check for
S1,000 each for the winners
i
to present to their school’s
scholarship fund!

computer (Model NPC6400) (Value $1,370), Second Part $1,000 cash
awarded to accredited college named by winner of First Part. 25 Third
Prizes: Marantz Stereo System (Model N9836) (Value $1.400). 40 Fourth
Prizes: RCA VCR INVR475) (Value $900), 10,000 Fifth Prizes: $5 Sears
Gift Certificate
Sweepstakes open to all residents of the USA age 18 or older. except
employees and their Immediate families of Sears. Roebuck and Co . its
affiliates and subsidiaries. advertising and promotional agencies, and
Marden-Kane. Inc Void where prohibited or restricted by law Limit one prize
per household.
All entries become the property of Sears, Roebuck and Co , and none will be
returned Winners will be notified by mail All taxes on prizes are the
responsibility of the winners Winners’ names and likenesses may be used
for promotional purposes without addittonal compensation. No substitution
or transfer of prizes Winners may be required to sign an affidavit of eligibility
and release
Sears is not responsible for lost, late or misdirected mail
For a ltst of maior winners, send a stamped. self-addressed envelope to
Sears Credit Card Winners. P 0 Box 709. Sayreville. NJ 08871

WITH SEARSCHARGE,
(YOU CAN ENJOY ALL THAT CREDIT
CAN BUY AT SEARS ... AND GETTING
CREDIT IS USUALLY EASIER WHILE
YOU’RE STILL IN SCHOOL.

Complete this easy student application to get SearsCharge
and enter the sweepstakes. If you do not wish to apply tor SearsCharge
at this time. you may still enter the sweepstakes Write your name, address. and
school name and address and the word ’SearsCharge on a 3’ x 5 piece
of paper. mail in a separate envelope to Sears Extra Credit Sweepstakes.
P 0 Box 1150. Grand Rapids MN 55745 All entries must be received by
May 31.1990 Limit one entry per student.

THIS THIRD PRIZE
41
MAKES BEAUTIFUL MUSIC

In the event IM a winner send my prize to

p

25 THIRD PRIZES FROM SEARS

MARANTZ 3001S
MUSIC SYSTEM

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY To enter this National Sweepstakes,
complete the credit application Fold, seal and mail the application Postage
is already paid If you do not wish to apply for SearsCharge at this time, you
may still enter the sweepstakes Write your name, address and school name
and address and the word SearsCharge ’ on a 3 ’ x 5 piece of paper mail in
a separate envelope to Sears Extra Credit Sweepstakes. P 0 Box 1150,
Grand Rapids. MN 55745 All entries must be received by May 31. 1990
Limit one entry per student.
2 Winners will be selected at random in a national drawing from all entries
received by Marden-Kane, Inc an independent judging organization,
whose decistons will be final All 10,079 prizes worth approximately
$203.700. will be awarded Chances of winning depend upon number of
eligible entries received
3 Prizes: Two 2 -Part Grand Prizes:First Part 1990 Pontiac Sunbird (Value
$17.000). Second Part $5.000 cash awarded to accredited college named
by winner of First Part. Two 2 -Part First Prizes: First Part Club Med
Vacation (Caribbean or Mexican villages only, one week for 2 persons,
including round-trip coach air transportation, club accommodations double
occupancy. airport transfers. $500 cash) (Approx value $5,000 ea ).
Second Part $2.500 cash awarded to accredited college named by winner
of First Part. Ten 2 -Part Second Prizes: First Part Amstrad personal
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RCA VCR WITH REMOTE CONTROL
4 heads, remote programming with on-screen display,
TV/VCR remote control.
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